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PAD UCAH DAILY REGISTER.

standard::: zra.i8:64il CONTRACT FOR ARTICLES FOR 'TRAVELING MEN BIG LEATHER
PALESTINE CHAP- STILL NURSING
SUPERINTENDENT INCORPORATION ELECT OFFIt:ERS STOCK OUGHT TER INSTITUTED INJURED
LIMB
PADUCAH. KY.. SUNDAY KORIIING. APRIL 14, 1907.
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VOL. XXIII NUMBER 204

DOCUMENTS TO BE SENT TO- DUBOIS, SON & COMPANY MR R. H. PINKNEY NAMJED AS J.
G. REHKOPF, BUGGY COM- EASTERN
STAR MEMBERS REDRUG CONCERN INSTATIONMAN MORRIS INGRAM
MORROW TO PROF. CARPRESIDENT OF PADUCAH
TURNED
PANY BOUGHT WALTER'S
OVERLAND
CORPORATED.
FROM MELBER.
CANNOT RESUME DUTIES
NA.OEY.
POST.
STOCK.
YET.
Number of Mateeial Liens Filed in
Daughters of Confederacy Desire
the County Clerk's Office—
Names of Veterans Wanting
Fluor Spar Company InHonor Crosses—Other
corporated.
Bodies.

' NE KUM COPY AND
RETURNS OTHER HERE

POLICEMAN JOHNSON "MAKING
6000" ON HIS CRUTCHES

80Y6 GIVE THEIR MINSTREL

"L. S. DuBois, Son & Company" TWENTY-SIX DELEGATES ARE
CONFERENCE OF INDEPENDSeventeen rnembe.a f Esther chapfiled articles of incorporation with the
ter,
order of Eastern Star of this COLONEL WM. HILLS IS CONNAMED
THE
STATE
TO
clerk yesterday, capitalizing at enema°,
ENT TELEPHONE COM•t
city,
returned yesterday morning at 5
VALESCING FROM HIS
the stock being divided into eta" per
EVT.NI NO.
GATHERING.
PANY OWNERS.
o'clock overland from Melber, Graves
share, and subscribed for as follows:
ILLNESS.
county, whee the night before they
L. S. DuBois, 66o shares; George Duinstituted
a
new
lodge
of
the order
The Junior Chase Presents "A Case Bois, 120 shares; Alien Ashcraft, 6o President Pinkney Will at Next SesFirst National Bank Directors Wait- with a large membership. The Padushares; H. Pat Malrath, 6o shares.
cabana left here Tusday evening at 5 Judge L. D. Husbands Continues
of Suspension" Early Next
sion Select Committee to ArThe company does a wholesale drug
ing for Outside Data Before
o'clock, drove to Melber, inaugurated
business
and the highest amount of
Confined on Account of the SeMonth.
range for Assembly.
the subordinate body and then enAwarding Contract
indebtedness permitted is $75,000.
joyed
vere Bruises and Gash.
a swell banquet. The Melber
The business to be cooducted is that
lodge will be known as "Palestine
formerly
owned,
the
by
DuBois-Yolb
President A. List and the commitPresident—R. H. Pinkney.
The J. G. Rehkopf Buggy company Chapter" and selected Mrs. Hargrove
•
tee on course of study of the trustees company,
First Vice-President—Charles W. of ass Broadway has purchased the as the worthy matron and Mr. Walter
Driver Morris Ingram, of the Cenforward
Pronight
to
tomorrow
will
Spillman.
saddles,
harness,
tral
fire department on North Fourth
Purchase
mammoth
of
stock
as
the
worthy
patron.
YesCarnagey,
Noblesof
fessor John A.
Second Vice-President — August collars, hardware, etc , from J. Earl terday morning
Adrninistratrix Qualdied.
at one o'clock the street, remains confined at his resiville, !bd., the contract Kiting forth
Thierimg.
M. J. McGuire qualified in the coundence nursing his injured leg, hurt
Walters. who succeeded the E. RehCarnagey has been em Third Vice-President—Lee Bolton. kopf Saddlery company by buying local delegation left that village, it several weeks ago when he was
taking
1 ta be stiperipteadest of the ty court as administratrix of the esfour
hours
to drive back to thrown from the fire truck, which
Fourth Vice-President—Louis Cor- the goods at the- bankrupt sale some
sfr public uhools for twelve tate of ker late husband, Engineer nilland.
Paducah.
the
crashed into the gutter when the
is
of
stock
one
The
ago.
week's
wombs commencing August t, 1907, John L. McGuire of the Illinois CenMrs. Harry G. Johnston of the local horse slipped and fell on the bituFifth Vice-President—William !Mot finest in this end of the state and the
at a salary of *pm per year. The tral railroad, who died soddenly two ler.
Rehkopf Buggy company will tomor- chapter was the instituting officer for lithic street in turning Fourth and
contract is now being drawn up in weeks ago at Fultoo and was buried
Secretary and Treasurer—Hon. Er- row start its big factory for purpose the Melber chapter, havilig been dele- Kentucky avenue while en route to a
duplicate form and Professor Carna- here at Oak Grove cemetery
nest Lackey.
of rnanufactu-ing harness, saddles, gated as such by the grand patron small blaze. It will be some days
gey will sign both documents, retainThe officers above were chosen to bridles and everything in that line of the
yet before the stationman can restate body.
sag a copy of the paper for himself
serve for the ensuing twelve months with the exception of collars, the
sume his duties, but he is rapidly
Materiel Liens fled.
sad returning the other here for Mduring the meeting( last evening at
improving.
for a colin in ths reeorda of Cleric Win. T.
The L. W. Henneberger Hardware The Palmer of the Paducah post of concern not being equipped
Crosses of Honor.
will
present,
but
at
just
factory
lar
The
board
educational
Byrd, of the
The
company fled a material lien in the the Traveling Men's Protective assoPaducah
chapter, United
time later
Still on Crutches.
contrs,ct will then be read in full be- county clerk's office, attaching Me- ciet:on. There was quite a large mace that addition somedepartments
Daughters of the Con.ederacy, wish
factory
year.
The
Officer William Johnson, of the
this
fore all the trustees at the May meet- chanicsburg property
of the Mergen- number, of d-nmmers and other trav- will be maintaned on the second and to have the names of all Confederate Broadway squad, continues to hobble
ing and ratified. al by reading it all
thaler-Horton
Basket
factory to sat- eling representatives at the faltering third floor of the buggy company's Veterans desiring the cross of honor around his home at Sixth and Hatthe
contents
of
exact
the
hear
will
*loch proved one of much interest
building on Broadway, to which place on June 3, the day set for conferring ison streets with crutches and it will
isfy
a
bill
of
document before setting their seal of
$174-73 for hardliere
The directors named for the cornapproval to it. Last year Harry Wil- sold tthe basket concern. but which inn year are T. Andy Bauer, Louis F. there has been moved the big general them. It is necessary to have the be a week or two yet before he can
stock bought by Mr. Rehkopf from names some time in
force. His
go back to work on
liamson was president of the board account has never been paid.
advance, so ap- foot is slowly healingthe
Kolb, Bernard Wilkins and Byron Mr. Walters.
of
the wound
and Dr. Pitcher secretary, and these
plication should be made at once to
Ida L Duncan filed notice in the Johnson. while the following were
In opening up his harness, saddle
caused by a bullet from his revolver,
two drew ep the contract with Mr. county clerk's office that she had got- named as the chairmen of the rethe
chapter,
or
it
will
be too late.
which fell from his pocket when he
and bridle factory Mr. Rehkopf has
Lieb, ths present saperistendent. and
ten judgment for 10923 against W. spective standing committees:
signed up with the urron leatherwas running to catch a street ear
signed it without submitting the
Railroad Committee—Gay Harris. workers of the city and will work
Rev. Bolling Delivers Sermon.
document to the Its/1 board for ratifi- R Hays and attached his property on
Press Committee—Mal Byrd. Jr.
The order of Railway Conductors
hereafter only artisans affiliating with
Dispatcher Convalescing.
cation. There is now a controversy West Broadway between Eighteenth
Hotel Committee—Robert S. Van organized labor. The buggy com- for the United States
Colonel Will am Hills, the N., C et,
and Canada
Ili a result, the coutract, with many and Seventeenth streets.
4
Loon.
pany has been manufacturing goods meets May 14 at Memphis for a two St. L. dispatcher, is convalescing at
scratches and erasures on it, showing
The Fooks-Acree Lumber company
Legislative Committee—Silas G. recently upon a small scale and main- weeks' session, and
that Yr Lieb is employed testil the filed a lien for material furnished R.
have :stinted Rev. his home on Harahan boulevard,
Bryant.
tained an "open shop." where he ens- W. T.
where he has
first of next September. while never E. Torian, it amounting to $..saci.4t.
Bolling
of
the Broadway sickneas for thebeen confined with
mechanics,
past week. His
Employment Committee — Hoary ploesed isse47 smen-ceswoa
before was a superintendent emMethodist
church
to deliver their ser- duties at the dispatching office are
Nit yesterday he discharged all the
A Petter.
ployed except to August t. In order
men, signed up with the mon Sunday, May to. He has ac- being looked after by Operator With Property Transferred.
Sick and Relief Commi,ttee--Her- nonunion
to avoid a repetition of this muddle
union leatherworker% and tomorrow cepted.
Last year he delivered the era
the document will be read in full. exZola King has bought from W. N. bert A. Martin,
starts off with nothing but organized sermon for the Brotherhood of Locoplained in detail and closely scanned Warren for $4so, property in MechanPost Physician—Dr. Phil H. Stew- labor associates in his employ. He motive Engineers
Continues Quite m.
during their conbefore ratification is gives. The icsburg, and the deed was filed yes- art.
begins with about twenty-five and vention at that city.
Mr. Charles Sugars continues very
trustees claim Mr. Lieb's wages stop terday.
inthe
as
force
Chaplain
this
increase
of
will
Post—Harry
/C. Luill with diabetes at the resience of
the coming August t, while he is eon
Charles T Truchart deeded to Ed- kin
creased business demands. Mr. Henry
his father, Conductor Samuel Sugars,
tending he is employed until SeptemCommercial
Travelers
Met
ward Fletcher for $itio, property in
During the meeting the members Ka* will be general superintendent
on Harahan boulevard.
ber I.
The
United
Commercial Travelers
selected twenty-six Paducah dele- of the factory departments.
Orte month from tomorrow the Norton's addition.
of America initialed twelve new memnew superinrendent comes here to reFannie E. Rowland transferred tto gates to attend the state gathering to
Not Yet Out.
berh last evening at the meeting in
Telephone Conference.
main until close of the schools. the Paducah Printing and Bookbind- be conducted here Saturday, May IS.
Judge L. D. Husbands is not yet
At Louisville to:borrow the ma:l- the Knights of Pythias hall. This is able to leave his home at Tenth and
Jest 7. in order to become acquaint- ing company for $2,500, property on At the next session of the Paducah
post President Pinkney will select agers and owners of the indeeendent the new fraternal and protective order Jefferson streets, where he is suffered with the duties. On dismissal of
Broadway between First and Second the committee that will
the buildings here he goes to New
arrange for telephone companies of the state will composed of parties eligible to the ing from severe body bruises and a
the state meeong, which will have bold a meeting for the purpose of T P. A.
gashed cheek, caused by tripping and
York to take a course in a leading street
about too delegates in attendance. going over matters of interest to
falling on the hard brick sidewalk
educational institution before returnThe business and election of officers these corporations. General Manaseveral days ago near his office on
ing Atieust t to take charge of the
Another Incorporation.
Rural Mail Carriers Gather.
and Superintendent JefSouth Fourth.
educational institutions of Paducah.
"The American Fluor Spar com- for Kentucky is always held during ger Bergin
The
Kentucky
Rural
Mail
TeleHome
Carriers'
Paducah
the day. whik in the evening the frey, of the
pany" filed articles of incorporation traveling men
will indulge in a swell phone company. will go from here association meets here today to grant
Nigh Bebop! Minstrel.
Boy Very Law.
yesterday with the county clerk, capi- banquet at The Palmer.
tonight to participate. while there charters to several county associaThe link 3-year-old son of Mr.
The boys of the high school have talizing
McF.
G.
present
Mr.
at
$5.000,
be
alio
win
stock
the
being
tions to be gotten up
Robert Leigh, of the Commercial
Louisville and Paducah control the
all gotten well in heed the parts they
House at Third and Jefferson streets
will take in their big minstrel to be dvided intto eto each, and too shores state body, and for a long while when Cabe, of the company that manufac•
is very low and not expected to live.
given the armlet Thursday evening being suscribed for by each: J. F. one city was given the presidency tales poles used by telephone conThe child has been ill the past week
at tbe Washington school building, Harth, H. H. Loving, D. C. Roberts, the other city got the secretary and tents and who is interested 'in the
state headnuarters. Mr. Carl Fink, Paducah system. Tuesday the telewith pneumonia, 'from which his
and they promise the public one of George Rust and George Roberts
of Louisville, is the state president phone magnates wilt give a swell
mother died several days ago.
the -greaten evenings ever furnished
covers
hotel,
now, while Mr. Ernest Lackey is the beuquzt at the Seelbach
tbit etivesement loving public. The
state secretary, and Paducah is the being laid for about 15o guests
• Ws•tee all bright young fellows of
Dr. George Holiday, of the Oehlheadquarters. At the coming state
recognised talent and will be greeted
schlaeger drug store at Sixth and
Building.
National
First
gathering Paducah is again entitled
Broadway, is laid up with sickness at
by a large boom
Is will be some time the last of
to the secretary and headquarters
his home on South Sixth near JackThe Junior class of the high school
and Louisville the president. After this week before the directors of the
is reheaming Its play entitled ''A
son street.
that Paducah gets the president and First National bank of this city
Mrs, Charles Akers is quite ill at
Case of Suspension." under direction
handcontract
the
for
awards
the
TRUSTEE REED FILES PETIT- her home on Twelfth and Jones
Louisville the secretary and state
Miss Anna Larkin, the elocutionThird
structure
at
ION BEFORE REFEREE
streets.
headquarters. At the approaching some ttn-story
ist and fourth grade teacher of the
state assembly there will be named and Broadway. The bank officials
Washington building. It teems with
YESTERDAY.
the Kentucky delegates to the na- have gone over the bids in detail,
laughable features and will be preConductor Confined,
sented during next month at the au- CITY MARSHAL OF DAW'SON tional convention that will be held but are waiting until they receive reCnductor J. No-ton Moore, of the
letters
concerns
sent
sponses
to
of
to
HERE LOOKING FOR
this summer at Jamestown during the
ditorium.
I. C. railroad, is ill at his residence
great exposition. State Presidest other cities regarding certain costs Judge Reed Yesterday Extended the on Eighth and Clark streets
BURGLAR.
before
want
other
facts
they
and
Fink
Grand
Jury's
met
Time
with the Paducah post last
Until
Annual Ishiroodah.
Wednesday.
The high school students are hard J. T. Robertson and Tom Ross Lock- evening and pronounced it one of the making the awardment. whatever has
Dr. Feist to Hang.
Although
no
action
most rapidly growing and progresat work on their annual issue of The
ed up on Charge of DrunkenNashville, April 13.—With a nerve
sive to be found anywhere. The lo- been taken about awrding the conIshkoodali, the school journal, that
ness—Hale Goes to Rethat was splendid, without batting an
tract it is believed the worlc will go
cal body has about tRo members,
will come out in June and be a valuRetercu Bagby of the bankrupt eye or flinching a muscle, Dr. J. Herform SchooL
to the Southe-n Construction corna visit will be made here withinbut
able document, as most the Paducah
a
nany of St. Louis, which bid $125,500. court yesterday set for a hearing man Feist stood up in court this
The city marsl- al of
Dawson few weeks by the "flyincr
business houses will be represented,
4
squadron"
of the national organization and The bid of Contractor George Kat- April 25 the petition filed by Trustee morning and heard the sentence of
tht„hisfairies of each class and their
Cecil Reed of the E. Rehkopf Sad- death pronotineed upon him after
pictures reproduced. while the facility Springs, Ky., arrived last evening, round up fifty or seventy-five new terjohn of this city was $127,500
Judge Hart had overruled his moaffiliates.
This squadron was expectwill be portrayed by photograph and looking for a negro man about
dlery company's bankruptcy proceed- tion for a new t-ial. Friday. June
21,
Basket 'rectory Still Closed.
caricature, accompanied by individual twenty-five years of age, and who be ed here several Saturdays ago but
The Mergenthaler-Horton Basket' ing, wherein the trustee recommends was the date set for the execution.
- sketches. It will come out on glazed knows by sight but does not remem- happened to have a presrons engagement to visit Omaha, Neb., that date. factory of Mechanicsburg is still that there be accepted the offer of
paper and be quite a totivenir for ber the name. The darkey
is
charged
Out of every Loot" prison,inmates
hence
had to postpone the Paducah closed down but will be started up compromise made by the First Nathe students and their friends.
with Breaking into several business sojourn.
again some time the last of this week tional bank and the City National in the United States, sixty-five are
houses at the Springs Friday night
as tomorrow Judge Witter Evans bank, of this city, as regards the women.
convenes the term of federal court, claim against these financial institto
and stealing about $40 in nickels and
JEFFERSON DAY BANQUETS. quarters, also taking along several
during which there comes up for de- 'ions for usurious interest charged the
Porto Rico to Welcome Taft,
cision the application of George
terial they assert a lien. The referee
hundred copper cents. The local offiSan Juan, P. R., April 13.—Great Kellogg, a basket factory stocicholder Rehkopf firm when the latter bor- is waiting for the other creditors opNew York, April i3.—The guest cers are helping look
rowed money of the banks. The First posing
for the burg- preparations are
the liens to file some docubeing made for the who asks that a receiver be put in
'list at the Jefferson Day banquet of lar, who is thought
National bank agrees to pay into the ments before he passes on the questo be in this city. reception and
evisarge
so
run
business
and
it
of
the
entertainment
the National Democratic club to be
of Secretary Taft, who is expected to ar- U to pay off the outstanding debts, hands of Trustee :teed, for benefit of tion.
•
given at the Waldorf-Astoria tonight
Arrests Made by Officers.
rive here tomorrow. The program without the issue of eras000 mort- the Rehkopf firm creditors, the sum
has been confined wholly to the pargage bonds. Whenever the judge de- of $350.55 and thereby wipe out the
Robertson, white, was locked includes an informal
Magisterial Court.
dinner, a visit cides the plant resumes with its
ty leaders in the East and Sono, Ind
Magistrate Charles Emery will
up b'Y Oflitieta Brennen and Shelby to points of historic
I particularly those known to be friendinterest and an leo workmen, no matter whether a interest claim agoinst the bank, while open his monthly
term of magisterial
early this morning, charged with be- automobile trip
from San Juan to receiver is named or not. General the City National agrees to pay emus court tomorrow mo-fling at his office
ly to the Parker-Belmont wing of the
ing drunk on Third between Broad- Ponce and return over
into Trustee Reed's hands for use of
Smith
shut
the
Ittanatrer
the
down
fac'tame road
party. Though William J. /Irvin it way and Kentucky avenue.
on South Fourth street.
taken by President Roosevelt.
tory ten days ago simply to await the the creditors, if that will extinguish
.espected to be in the city to attend
Officers
JoneL,and
Cross
the
liability of this bank to the firm.
locked up
decision of the court.
the peace conference which opens toGrand Jury Time Extended.
Referee Bagby Will decide within • The grand inry adjourned for the
morrow it is understood that he was Tom Ross, the white painter, on a
Clarence
material
the
lien
charge
next
Trice,
or
the
drunkenness.
day
two
They
of
also a colored lad.
found
May Locate West.
week yesterday at noon without bring
not invited to the banquet
was yesterday sent to the state reMr. Charles Cox. who was admit- question laid before him by certain ing in any indictments at the circuit
him at First and Broadway.
form school at Lexington for thtee ted to the court bar as an attorney creditors who contend their accounts court. No t having completed its
Occasionally a staid young Man
yearn, by Judge Lightfoot of the legit week, is contemplating going to are of a priority nattrtre because they matters yesterday they got the judge
To Reform &boot
Oklithoma to locate and follow his were incurred for material they fur- to allow tsiem to continue in session
‘
G
Stay* too long to please the old man.
Hannan Hale, colored boy who cut juvenile court.
nished the firm, and on which ma- until next Wednesday.
profession.
e
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ENTHUSIASTIC MEETING
WILL MAKE EVERYTHING
HELD AT THE PALMER
IN LINE BUT COLLARS

THE COMING THURSDAY

thi4vry.•

p=

FOUR STORES
BURGLARIZED

•

ii

- 4.T.

.10

wows

BANKS OFFER
TO COMPROMIE

awe

•IP•
ter Orr, Charles Smedley, Vane ken Whitefield "Echegaray."
Hotchkiss, Earl Moore, Willie Budde,
Walter Troutman, Norbet Clarke,
For Water Lily Dancers.
Frank Butts.
The young people taking part in
the Water Lily Dance during the
Happy Evening for Guests.
Flower Carnival at The Kentucky by
Very charmingly was a social even- the Daughters of the American Revoing passed at games and refresh- lution were the guests nf honor for a
ments Tuesday evening by a number handsome affair tendered them -Friof friends and guests of Miss Ver- day evening by Mrs. Claude Russell,
of North Sixth near Madison street.
non Pool of Oos Husbands street.
Miss Corinne Winstead took the
One of the most important and enThose in the party consisted of Each dancer invited a friend and durtertaining sessions held by the Maga- prize for club member, and Miss Nel- Miss Uzzie Sexton, Miss Clara ing the games the boys' prize was
zine club in recent months was that lie Paxton that for, the visitor, dur- Rhodes, Miss Clara Scott, Miss Jen- won by Jesse Flowers, while Miss
Agnes Adams captured that for the
with Mrs. A. S. Dabney, of Fifth and ing the game of cards that was fol- nie Warren, Miss Ida Sexton, Miss young lady. Music and refreshments
lowed
afternoon,
by
Thursday
a
tempting
luncheon.
streets,
Harrison
Nellie Roark, Miss Mayme Heath, were engaging features of the evenat which time election of officers was
Miss Nina Burch, Miss Ruth Pool, ing that was enjoyed by Lottie
held, a fine literary program rendered The Carpe Diem Club.
Allison Briggs, Ilene Scopes, Agnes Adams,
Messrs. Frank Beadles,
and other attractive features were
The Carpe D'ean club was hand- Maus, Oscar Straub, Will Farrow, Lucile Riawleight, Gladys Warfield,
prevalent.
somely received Wednesday evening V5 ill Thomas, Robert Yancey, Cecil Amy Simon, Beulah Acree, Bessie
It was the first meeting since Feb- by Miss Marie Roth of 504 Harahan Robertson, Joe Gourieux, George Nlichae'. Dorothy Rowland, Katherine Wilkerson, Irma Robertson,
ruary, as the members called in all boulevard, and a fine time enjoyed by McFadden, Ivan Pool.
Edwin Berry, Lucile Palmer, Winnie
the sessions during Lent on account the many guests.
Potter, Mary Eaker, Adine Corbett,
of the death of the president, Mrs.
Four tables were filled with card The Five Hundred Club.
Mary Evans, Flo Armentrout, Lolle
Bertie Fowler Campbell.
players, and the first prize for the
Mrs. A. R. Meyers, of West Broad- Robertson, Mary Brown, Margaret
The vice-president, Mrs. J. Camp- ladies went to Miss Maggie Lydon, way, was hostess for the meeting Bonds, Ruth Maret, Grace Acree,
bell Flournoy, presided and the first it being a beautiiully decorated vase, Wednesday afternoon of the Five Mary Morris, Marie Weille. Tillie
thing after roll call was the election while the pretty stein went to Mr. Hundred club, and during the game Bauer, Lydia Weille, Jesse Flowers,
of new officers, Miss Anna Webb Oscar Grief as first prize for the Mis. Victor Voris took the club tro- Frank!in Sutherland, Ewell Russell.
being elected president unanimously, gentlemen, on a cut with Mr. Charles phy of a handsome fan. Mrs. Charles Alvin Berry. Oscar Cheek, Lawrence
and the selection was exceedingly Leagey.. The lone hand of an ash Richardson captured the visitor's gift Cheek. Thompson Warren, Julius
Rosenthal.
appropriate as she was the first c*ef tray went to Mr. Joseph Roof, and of a belt and buckle.
—0-executive of the body upon its organ- the consolations to Miss Hazel AshThe members of the club alone Surprised With Party.
fifteen
February,
1892,
ization during
off and Mr. Leagey.
were in attendance, the gathering beMiss Florence Shoutta was the reyears ago. The other officers were
Many delicacies were served after- ing strictly for those affiliating.
cipient of a delightful su-prise party
they
term,
another
re-elected for
the game to the membeikt who hold
--41.-tendered her Friday evening at the
bing: Mrs. J. Campbell Flournoy, their next session with Miss Kate
residence of her aunt, Mrs. E. M.Mar
Misses Watson Entertain.
vice-president; Miss Minnie Ratcliffe, Grogan of 933 Triinble street, the
Misses Myrtle and Hattie Watson, tin. In the crowd were: Misses Minsecretary and treasurer; Mrs. Eli G. evening of Wednesday, April 24.
of 1116 Tennessee street, had a num- nie Shoutta, Rubie Kettler, May
Boone. corresponding secretary.
ber of friends as their guests Friday Post, Sadie Pearson, Lula Roffe,
—41—
The ladies decided upon several Pretty Peanut
evening,
a happy time being enjoyed. Doroth3 Obenhouser, Susie ObenPuny.
Those invited were: Misses Ruth houser, Mary Martin. Messrs. Floren,
changes in the magazines to be
A novel and very attractive -peaOehlschlaeger, Nettie and Est her Shoutta, Cockrell, Wurth. Q. Lynn,
studied next year, the alterations to nut party" was
enjoyed Wednesday Radford, Gwendolyn and Martha Heveline, Williams and Porter.
be enumerated in the new year book evenipg by a jovial crowd
of young Coleman, Eva and Lucy Brown,
to be gotten out shortly under direc- people as the guests
of Miss Susie Janice Lee, Othie Brandon, Phyllis Coming Nuptials.
tion of the supervising committee,
Cabe!! of 723 Madison street. The Houser, Mrs. M. Cottrell and Messrs.
Miss Mary Hallene Yancey and
Mrs. George C. Wallace and Miss
person picking a goober from among Charles and 011ie Hutchison, Boyd Mr. Richard Allen Williams will be
Anna Webb.
a large pile with a pair of candy and Hugh Houser, William Tucker, married at 8 o'clock the coming
Mesdames Frank L. Scott miff tongs without disturbing any other Perry Scott, Eugene Sutherland, Bar- Wednesday morning at "Hendrons,"
Campbell Flournoy were named the peanut, was entitled to the one clay Houser and Norman Binford.
the pretty home of the bride's par—0—
club representatives to the anneal drawn, while whoever secured. the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. William Yancey.
gathering of the Kentncky Federa- most in -this manner captured the junior Endeavoritss.
just beyond Eden's hill, four miles
tioq of 1Viornan's clubs at Shelbyville prize, and it went to Miss Gladys • Many young people were tecipients from the city on the Mayfield pike.
of a delightful time Friday evening Miss Blanche Mooney plays the wednext June. Mesdames Edward Bring- Colbourn, being a dainty pearl
belt.
burst and Hal S. Corbett were desig- Mr. George Hughes took the gift for as guests of the Junior Christian En- ding march, while the words binding
deavor society at the Kentucky ave- the two will be spoken by Rev. S.
nated as alternates to attend in case the boys, it being a fine purse. Mas- nue Presbyterian
church, an attract- B. Moore, of the First Christian
the regular delegates could not.
ter .Bernard Kavanaugh took the ive program being presented and nu- chards.
Before completion of the businesis bridle as the booby trophy. The
Brown silk voile with hat to match
ne- merous other features in evidence
'c-soon the club elected Miss Ethil gro doll for the girls' booby was wewill be worn by the bride, who will
Morrow to membership, taking the sented to Miss Mildred
Series of Appearances.
carry bride's roots. Her father will
Orme.
place made vacant by death of Mrs
Hundreds were entertained the give her away, there being no other
Dainty luncheon was partaken of
past week by Miss Nellie de Marque attendants. and follow'n-the wedCampbell. The literary program was by the guests that numbered
Misses
then taken up and a fire story by Mary Burnett, Sarah Corbett, Grace Gibbs, the pianist, and Mrs. Anna B ding breakfast the pair leave for ChiRentz, the noted impersonator, their cago, Milwaukee and other places, on
Justus Miles Foremen was reported Hills, Grace McGlathe-y,
i3,000 yards of Jap Matting to be put on sale Monday morning
Mildred repertoire consisting of unusually at- their brdal tour, returning from
by Mrs. Robert B. Phillips. "The Orme, Helen Van Meter,
at from Ise to 3.5c a yard.
Martha tractive and beautiful numbers of a which they reside with the groom's
Music of Men and Birds," as taken Cope, Elizabeth Terrell, Gladys
Co- high standard. Thursday evening mother, Mrs. Mary D. Williams, of
100 room site Rugs are now being displayed in our Carpet Defrom Harper's, was told of by Mrs. bourn, Eliza Hale; Masters
George they appeared at the Tenth street North Fifth near Harrison street.
partment.
net a two grades of Sis 5o and
Edward Bringhurst. W. D. Howell's Hughes, Will Fisher, Bernard Kava- Christian church before an immense
s.00 all use Rugs from
The contracting pair are popular
tribute to Longfellow in the North naugh,
the senallest to the largest.
Frank Buckner, Lucian Bur- assemblage. Friday morning they young people, the bride bs:ing a
American Review was presented by nett, Charles
Hatfield, Edwin Light- favored the high school students with sweet and lovable girl of striking
Large stock of Linoleurne and Carpets.
Miss Helen B. Lowery, and "Why
foot, Salem Cope, Pat Grogan and many pieces at the Washingtop build beauty and the groom the well
Casiistry Should Be Studied By Wo- Turner Powell. '
• mg on Wt.st Broadway, whiTe that known American Express messenger
evenina they eatertaieed several hun- between Cairo, Paducah and llopmen" by Mrs. Frards L. Scott, as
dred it the First Christian church. icansville.
written by George Harvey.
where they appeared tinder superThe charming afternoon dosed Attractive BirthdayBirthday Party.
vision
of Mts. Frank, l_ Par ham's Dining and Theatre Party.
Many
Fannie
friends
assisted.MIss
with indulgence in a delicious course
Sunday school class.
Mrs. George S. Sweeney. of BosRittoff
of
Ion
South
street
Fourth
to
lunsheon by the club women, who
Both are exceedingly talented en- ton, Mass., and Miss Harriet Raines,
-THE PLACE TO TRAE.celebrate
the
anniversary
of
her
had Mrs. George Sweeney. of Bostertainers and the amusement never of Nashville, Tenn.. the house guests
birthday,
Monday
evening,
it
being
ton, Mass., as their guest of honor
lagird for one moment at any of their of Mr and Mrs John S. Bleecker, of
an occasion of many prettily ap- affairs.
North Fifth street, were the honored
pointed features that furnished huge
visitors for a charming dining and
_—#111111111#
MM.
The Raiesopkie Club.
enjoyment to everybody.
SocMl
theatre party tendered them Monday Louis List. Joining at the chancel
North
Blanche
Hills,
Ninth
of
Miss
In the donkey contest the gift went
Miss.
Clriantott, of Harahan
evening The color scheme of the
was hostess for the Kalesophic club to Mrs. Frank Smedley, while Miss vard, ;tad a house full of guessboule pretty home was white and green, the couple were wedded by Rev. C1Frivia M. Thompson, D. D.
meeting Friday morning, at which Louanne Gideon captured second tro- day evening whiling away the happy and covers were laid for the host.
The charming bride looked btaatitime some excellent reports were pre- phy. Dainty delicacies were indulged hours at many indulgences.
hostess, honored guests and Mr. and ful, garbed in white Parks muslin,
sented by the young ladies.
In the party were: Misses Ida Sex- Mrs. Joseph L Friedman. Mr. and Sower hat and carrying bride's roses,
in during the everting, while the hosMiss Katherine Powell presented tess was assisted to receive her ton, Leona Miles, Mayme Heath. Eu- Mrs. Robert B. Phillips. That even- while the maid of honor was dressed
"Cuerest Topics" and Miss Clara guests by Mesdames. Meagan, Tyree, nice NVhite, Bennie Levin, Flora ing the party attended the Blanche similarly and carried carnations.
The happy pair left immediately on
Park "Life of Oliver Goldsmith." Crenshaw, Ballowe and Nfise A. D. Johnson. Clara Rhodes, Effie Rhodes. Bates production at The Kentucky
Kate Anderson, Belle Tindersivocx1,
their bridal tour to Chicago. Cleve...1111L••••
"The Dramatic Art of Tennyson and Smith. Those there were:
Minnie Roark, Nell Roark, Geraldine
land and other places where they_ are
Thomas A. Becket" was told of by
Minnie Vogel, Johnnie Alexande_r, Gibson, Mabel Firifyerheisuer, Clva Rook-Zatterjobs.
One of the seasons most beauti- now spending the honeymoon. They
Mrs. Henry Rudy, after which the Fanny Rittoff, Irene Mayer, Zola Scott; Messrs Cecil
Robertson. Rudy
return the last of this month
will
club study of "She Stoops To Con- Smedley, 2i4ontsie Crenshaw, Nellie King. Frank Beadles. Robert Yancey ful weddings was that at s o'clock reside in their new home and
on North
quer" engaged the animated attention Hogwood, Grace Rolfing. Rosit Mei- Oscar Straub, Will Thomas, Joe Viednesday afternoon in the First Sixth near Jefferson street when it is
Baptist church,
which time Miss completed
of the members for quite a while.
gam Ruth Oehlschlaeger, Florence Gourieux, Will Farrow, John Rook, Jessie Hamilton at
during May
Rook
The program for this week's meet- Senser. Esther Radford, Louanna Harry McAdams, Claude Ford. Clar- liam Roy Katterjohn and Mr. Wilwere
united in
ing wilh Miss Hills next Fnday is as Gideon. Carrie Batts, Nell Mayer, ence Robertson.
marriage in the presence of an ober- Evening Dining.
follows:
Jessie Cowl, Vivian Jones. Clara Mayflowing house nf adinirtng friends
Tuesday evening a dining was tenovvkirly
dui. ist Me awe • pubCurrent Topics—Miss Reed.
The church • was
lip tie 01111•••k Dune Pee Sado rant
er, Jennie Somers, Geneva Ballowe, The Delphic Club.
ar- dered a few friends by Dr. and Mrs
Spiritual Teachings and Dramatic
Mrs. Robert B. Phillips disensis,t ranged with potted 'handsomely
J.
Victor
Voris
at
on
their
home
plants
Minerva
Fritzius, Amy Simon, Emma "National Sports
and flowCompositions of Robert Browning
of Spain"
ers embanked around the chancel and West Broadway. Carnations tied with
Burrows. Lillian Clark, Dean Bur- the meeting Tuesday morning daring
Mrs. Join Scott_
of the choir.
green ribbons composing the place
AI UM= PURIM
.1 "Pippa Passes"—Miss Marjorie rcwa, Esther Elliott, Ruth Sandberg, Delphic club at Carnegie library.
Messrs. John Bleich, of Cairo. Ill.. cards for the guests, who were Mr.
Me am VII NAN mode ••*Mist Ites•
Mary Clark, 1.ie Heilwig, Norinne while 'Puerto del Sol-del .Prado" was and Howard
Scott.
and Mrs. C. M. Budd. of Memphis.
Shelton. John
all don •••• Wow lbw we or
4. Club Discussion,
Cowl, Emma Nichols, Julia Galvin, told of by Mrs Louie M. Rieke. Sr. Frani° Rincliffe, of this city,Rock and Mr_ James Utterhack and
POS OD eV
fir bay alidt• muds
wife,
were
and
the
si•
tam=
i
ts=
Layette Wagner, Joe Luftenberg, Mrs. Edmund Post reported on "The ushers, and proceeded down the
Messrs. 'Richard Rudy and Thomas'
aisle
Thor
adheel
eh.
The Entre Nous Club.
Clarence Luftenberg, Abie Barnett, Armary."
to the altar first, followed by. the C. Leech.
pains ••
MIA
Pim As sod •••—•••
The young ladies of the Entre Nous Charles DeLoach, Herbert Shelton, 'she coming Tuesday in present•og handsome bride, who entered the left
wilAin
slam aid aim el swim
clob were delightfully entertained Alser Foam, Willie Etter, Harry a "Day in Literary Madrid" Mrs aisle leaning upon the arm of her The Woman's Club. Sul
kb
le
lie
Imo
mama
Thursday afternoon by Miss Hills of Fritzins, Edward Senser, Frank Hog- James A. Rudy reports "Valera," sister, Miss Edna Rook, the maid of
The Woman's club of this city ‘sri'
Am la soli gm&Is
North Nntli street, and a profitable wood, Eulis Orr, Harry Rittoff, Hen- Mrs. W. W. Powell "Galdos; Mrs. A-honor. The room entered on the
J. D. BACON.
Frank L. Scott. "Valdes.' Mars. Gen opposite side of the
session enjoyed.
auditorium ac7ry Oehlschlaeger, Leslie Galvin. Les- C. Wallace "Bazan" and Miss VIISeventh and Jacksoon Sts
companied slay hit best man, Mr.
(Continued on Page Seven )
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How about your carpets, rugs and
mattings and curtains this season?
Do you realize Ogilvie's is the
place to get them, for many reasons? Why? They have the largest stock and can save you 25 to
50 per cent on every bill you buy.
JUST IN:

OGILVIE'S

•

1

Ca/earnia
Sivar/PeaSeeds

RIEGrER

r•

A Great Sale of Spring's Newest,Nobbiest and Best Merchandise

STYLE, QUALITY AND LOW PRICES ARE THREE FACTORS WINNING SUCCESS FOR THIS BIG
STORE. OUR MILLINERY PRICES ARE
DRAWING CROWDS. HUNDREDS OF NEW
ED SUITS AND SKIRTS FOR WOMEN HAVE ARRIVED SINCE EASTER. ()THE)? STORE'
TAILORBARGAIN PRICES ARE ONLY THIS STORES'
EVERYDAY
PRICES. EVERYBODY HAS * A STNVING
INVITATION TO COME HERE AND SEE.

A BIG NEW LOT OF MILLINERY READY FOR THIS
WEEK.

'
4

Another big purchase of the
season's most fashionable hats
-will be on display. Prices that
will buy ordinary hats on
Broadway will buy reproductions of stunning French creations here. Exacting women
are choosinz this store for millinery,

THE ECONOMY CENTER
OF PADUCAH
for Women's Stylish Skirts.
Chic Suits and Dainty Waists.
Three great assortments have
reached us for this week's selling. Other stores' bargain
prices are not nearly so good
as our every-day prices.
There is great charm and
beauty in the skirts, suits and
waists here for this week's
sale.

LADIES'SUITS
Away under ordinary prices.
Silk snits at $10 to $20, Panama Suits at $10, $11, $12 and
-o
$15.
•
Voile Suits at $15, $18, $20
and $25, that are not matched
by other stores for less than
$35.
41
A GREAT SALE OF HANDSOME VOILE SKIRTS,
Unmatchable in style and quality, at these prices: $10, $11,

$12 and $15.
Beautiful Skirts at $5, $5.50,
$6.50, $7.50 and $8.50 each.
A BIG DISPLAY OF BEAUTIFUL SPRING AND SUMMER DRESS FABRICS.
A great range of checks and
plaids in spring suitings at
50c, 75e, $1 and $1.25 a yard.
They are better goods than we
could buy again to sell at these
prices.
EXTRA SILK VALUES
Black Taffetas, 36 inches

Harbour's Department Store
vs.1.1414.00inesry......

wide, on special sale this week
at 98c n yard.
Stylish Paper Patterns at 10c
and 15c each.
GOOD SHOE VALUES
Hundreds of styles and thousands of pairs to choose from.
The Trices are prices that we
can not buy the same shoes to
sell for. We quote no prices
here, but their adaptability
will meet the majority of demands up to men's and women's $4 patent leather, high
and low shoes.

NORTH THIRD STREET
Half Square From Broadway
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Blew's Pharmacy Makes TwoSpecal
UP JNI ABSOLUTE
RTE

These are LED GUM COUGH SYRUP,a cure when others:
fail, and BLEW'S STOMACH TABLETS,the care for indigesdon. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pure Food & Drug Act
'et

SOLD IN
PADUCAH

•

Remedies
TEE W
e
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LANG BROTHERS
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CITY PAYS COST MAY HAVE TO Matti],Efingerdis Co.
Thaw Tragedy
OF WILLIAMSON DISMISS CASE
To Be Retried
Undertakers and Embalmers.

130 B. THIRD STREET:

THE ATTORNEY'S FEE FOR NONE OF THE, WITNESSES
CAN BE FOUND AGAINST
DEFENDING HI MIS FIFTY
ROBERTSON.
DOLLARS.

•

The Murder That Shocked All of Amer- The Charter Prescribes That Where
An Acctmed Public Official Comes
and
Artist
White,
ica---Stanfcrd
Clear It Pays Cost.
/.
Bon Vivant Is Slain By Thaw
Inasmuch as City Physician Harry
The Pittsburg Millionaire, Over the Latter's Beautiful
Wife, Evelyn Nesbit Thaw---Story of the
Thaw-White Killing Retold.
4=44.••=144=41•48114

CHANGE OF VENUE PROBABLE
PADUCAHANS MAY ME THE TRAGEDY AS

IT

HAPPENED—

ALL DETAILS OF THE FORMER CHORUS GIRL'S STORY OF
THE KILLING.

graphically pictured. The life of the
nulfionaire pleasure seeker is vividly
I depicted. The interior of the lucraNew York, April 13,
Paducah
cious studio of the artist archittect
Thaw record will reach
is displayed. The actual killing and
might 54.
KENETISCOPE CO.
scenes in court room during the trial
are all shown together with photoThe management of the Tennessee graphs of Jerome and Deigns, the
Electric Theatre have secured the legal grantts a'hose battle for the
cams covering the entire Thaw life of Thaw has attracted the attenWhitte tragedy and will Monday and von of all America. The manageTuesday of this week give every Pa ment has decided to let the low addacahan a chance to see this famous mission price of 5 cents stand uncut as it happened, the story of the changed through the presentation of
former chorus girl and artists' model this bill.
W. it MOOT

/

1

Broadway,
,
Paducah, Ky,

•X>

*

San Marino is the smallest republic in the world. It is but twentytwo square miles in area, and has a
population of R,soo. Its annual revenues are $15,000. Its army has goo
solders and 15o officers.

Remember! Admission 5 cents.
Nesbit's life story, the shooting of Stan- New York, April 13.—Advocates of willTomorrow
evening the congress
open with a musical service in
the adoption of principles of peace
the world have assembled Carnegie hall. Frank Damrosch will
ford White, the great murder trial. inthroughout
conduct the orchestra and chorus.
this city from many parts of AmBrief addresses will be made by Archerica ard Europe to take part in the bishop Farley, Bishop Potter arid
Tennessee Electric Theatre
proceedings of the National Arbitra- Rabbi Hirsch.
tion and Peace Congress, which will
On Monday afternoon the hrst regbe
formally
opened
tomorrow
evenular
session will be held. Andrew
426 Broadway.
ing. For several months plans have Carnegie will preside and deliver the
New York, April 13.—The horse
racing season in the metropolitan district will be opened Monday with the
running of the $io,000 Carter Handicap at the Aqueduct track, under the
auspices of the Jueen County Jockey Club. From this trrne on the interest of the lovers of sport will be
divided between the baseball diamonds and the race track.
The distance of the Carter Handicap is seven furlongs. With Roseben, the winner last year, and Brookdale, Nymph, Juggler and other fast
horses among the entries the inaugural event of the season of 19o7 is expected to be a worthy one.
The Aqueduct meeting will run until April as, after witich the racing
will shift to the Jamaica track with
the Excelsior Handicap as the opening feature. On May 9 Belmont park
will open, with the juvenile for twoyear-olds and the national stallion
stakes. Gravesend, Sheepshead Bay,
Brighton and Saratoga will then complete the round of the first half of
the season. A second round will afford continuous racing in the metropolitan district 'up to the middle of
.7tig
November.

I.

idoar W. Whittemore

Real Estate Agoncy

•

It is probable that Wm. Robertson,
alias "Shine," colored, will have to be
dismissed of the malicious cutting
charge against him, as no witnesses
can be found now. The case was
called before Judge Cross in the police court yesterday morning and a
continuance given until tomorrow.
Robertson is charged with htabbing
Win. Garrett, colored, on levee here
thirteen years ago. Since then he has
been arrested a number of times IQ
this city for differrent ofieses, but
the officers have just learned that he
is the Robertson wanted on the malicious cutting charge. The postponement was given the proceeding in
order to have time to hunt for witnesses to the scrape, but thus far
none have been discovered and it
looks as if the accused will N.tve to
be released as he cannot be convicted
without evidence.
Lawrence Fisher, colored, was
fined $so and costs for whipping his
wife out about Ninth and Norton
streets.

THE INTERNATIONAL
PEACE CONFERENCE
Evelyn

EA.CING SEASON IN
NEW YORE OPENS.

•

Williamson was adjudged "not guilty"
of the charge of neglecting to perform his official duties the city government will have to pay the cost
attached to the investigation, as the
charter provides that if any public
official has charges preferred against
him by the mayor and comes cleat
that the cost incidental to investigation into the matter will have to be
borne out of the public treasury. E
the accused is convicted he bears his
own expense.
The physician being adindoe "not
guilty" the fee Judge R. T. Lightfoot
chargel for defending him w II have
to be paid by the general souncil.
It amounts to $so and will be allowed
by the council tomorrow night when
that body meets, while Thursday
evening the aldermen will have to
confirm the allowance
The city solicitor will at once get
up the new ordinance that will revise the ditties of the city physician
so as to compel him to respond when
called by any city official to render
medical aid in any instance. The old
law leaves it with the mayor to sonsmon the physician, but as the cnief
executive is not always on hand the
revision will be made. Another object of altering the ordinance is to
maine it compelsory for the city physician to come when called, while the
old ordinance leaves it woh him entirely as to whether he shall come or
not.

He is Accused With Cutting Wm.
Garrett, Colored, Thirteen Pears
Ago—Wife Beater Fined.

Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken
tacky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay.
went Lots for Investment Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building.
EDO-P.71! W. WHITTEMOFtE, Pada-

-41#6, lits4

been •n progress to make the con- opening address. Mayor McClellan
gress more notable, if possible, than will welcome the delegates ant! Gov.
any that has been held in the past. Hughes wil make an address. An
CHANGES IN ARMY.
The congresc is not a permanent international meeting will be held on
Major General James F. Wade Re- organization in any sense. Neither Monday evening, when Baron d'Esis directed with others associations, tournelles de Constant of France,
tiree From Service Today.
though it happens that many of its Baron Deschamps of Belgium, MaarWashington, D. C., April 13.—The members are connected with other ten Maarten. of Holland, Secretary
Stead,
official life of a gallant warrior ex- movements and societies of a similar Oscar S. Straus, William
pires at midnight tonight, when, by nature—notably the Inter-Parliament- Miss Jane Addams and °the noted
reason of the fact that tomorrow will ary Union, founded in Great Britain speakers will be heard.
At the sessions Tuesday there will
be the sixty-fourth anniversary of his in 1887, and the Association for Inbirth, Major-General James F. Wade ternational Conciliation, founded by be addresses by Mrs. Anna Garrie
will be retired from active service. the Baron d'Esternelle de Constant, Spencer, Mrs. Ellen M. Itenrotin,
Gen. Wade is at present in command who will be present at the gathering Superintendent of Schools William
H. Maxwell, Sir Robert Cranston,
of the Atlantic division. He is the in this city.
Those interested in the congress in- President Nicholas Murray Butler of
seiner officer in his grade and the second officer in rank in 'he army. He clude rren eminent in all walks of Columbia university, President Chas.
is a native of Ohio and a son of Ben- life. The legislative committee, of W. Eliot of Harvard University,
Wilson of
jamin F. Wade, who served as Unit- which Representative Richard Bart- President Woodrow
ed Slates Senator from that state. holdt, of Mis-•onri is chairman, in- Princeton university, and M.Carey
Gen. Wade served through the civil cludes these senators: Overman of Thomas of Bryn Mawr college.
On Wednesday afternoon nod.
North Carolina, Burrows Of Michigan,
war with the 6th U. S. cavalry.
The vacancy in the list of major Culberson of Texas, Bacon of Geor- Seth Low, Judge George Gray, of
generals caused by the retirement of gia, Knox of Pennsylvania. Foraker Delaware, Congressman Bartholdt of
Gen. Wade is to be filled by the pro- of Ohio, and Latimer of South Car- Missouri, Hon. William J. Bryan of
motion of Brig. Gen. William S, Mc- olina. The members of the house of NebrasVa and others will speak on
CaAceY, commanding the department representatives on the legislative coin- "Legislative and Judicial Aspects of
of Texas. Gen. McCaskey is a civil nsittee include Slayden of Texas. the Peace Movement."
The congress will close with a pub-var veteran, having entered the vol- Granger of Rhode Island, Rodenburg
banquet Wednesday evening at
lic
1-lepIllinois,
James
of
Kentucky,
of
unteer army in April, 0;6f, as a private in' the 1st Pennsylvania Infan- bunt of Iowa, Broussard of Louisiana, which the speakers will include Earl
try, and being mustered out July Littlefield of Maine, Williams of Mis- Grey, governor-general of Canada;
tR65. as captain .in the 79th Pennsyl- sissippi, Burton of Ohio, and Moon, Samuel Goinpers, president of the
American Federation of Labor, Willof Pennsylvania.
vania infantry.
The judiciary committee, which iam T. Stead and other notables.
Major General Frederick D. Grant,
In addition to the regular sessions
now commanding the department of will have an important part in the
the East at New York, which is one congress, is made up of Justices Day of t'he congress there will be a series
of the departments in the Atlantic and Moody of the United States su- of open conferences for special.
division, succeeds Gen. Wade in corn. preme court; United States circuit groups of persons such as educators,
mand of the Atlantic division. He court justices Pardee of Louisiana, business men, journalists and so
will have that command in addition Colt of Rhode Island, Gray of Dela- forth. Recognition of the important
to the present command of the De- ware. Lurton of Tennessee. Grosscup relation of women to the peace movepartment of the East. The Atlantic of Illinois, and Morrow of California; ment has been made by giving exDivision will be abolished June So, and the following judges: Chief Jus- clusively to this side of the subject
next, on which date there will be a tice Clark of North Carolina; Presi- one entire session.
In addition to those already namrearrangement of the military depart- dent Keith of the Supreme Court of
Justice
ed
the distinguished Europeans who
of
Virginia;
Appeals
Chief
ment commands. It is regarded as
will
take part in the congress include
Judge
Massachusetts;
of
Knowlton,
Gen.
Grant
that
probable
than
more
ieotenant
General Alfred F. J. L.
of
supreme
court
of
the
McAlvay
will remain at his present station afCouncillor
ter the reorganization. At any rate Michigan, Judge McClain of the su- von Loewenfeld and Privy
Von
Moeller
of
Gcrinany.
JusTeodore
Chirif
Iowa,
and
preme
court
of
he will retain that comimand until
of AberMajor General Leonard Wood, com- tices Mitchell of Pennsylvania, and Rev. John Marshall Lang
Rhys of
University,
Dr.
John
New
Hampshire.
deen
Parsons
of
manding the Philippines division,
Other committees of the congress Oxford, C. F. Moberly Bell of the
reaches home next spring. It is said
Benedite,
that the fact that Gen. Grant will are made up of college and university London Times, and Leonce
gallery.
be in personal command of all the presidents, leaders of organized labor, director of the Luxembourg
director
Bottle,
Marzellin
representative;
patriotic
Prof.
of
societies,
and
exposition
military at the Jamestown
Histhis summer will not affect his regu- and business and professional Inca of cf th-. Paris Museum of Nat••••il
•natio:oat
prtunineuot.
lar duties at New Task
-

,r

gar,*
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INSURE WITH

BEBOUT ti•SMITH
"Anything in Insurance"
OFFICE 306 lErWY

PHONE 385

FOR SALE!
A brand now home, just compketad, trent porch with large co.11own, back porch landed in. Reception net Parlor, Large Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bad Room, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water Located on
lot sioartio feet.

M'CRACKEN REAL ESTA12. & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
Si. L. D. Sanders, Office siS Socth Sixth. Pboos 76s.

1We
American-German
National Bank
Capital . ..... $230,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits. . . 100,000.00
Stockholders' Liability
230,000.00
Total
$560,00moo
Total Resources. $985,453.23
DIRECTORS
W. F. Bradshaw, J. A. Bayer, Louis F. WI, H.
A. Patter, C. F. Rieke,, Minces Barnett, Geo. C.
Thompson, President.; T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier.

GROUND IN PLOW
HAS COME TO_STAY

•

WHY? It's up-to-dote construction and the scientific principle
on which
It is built, gives it STRENGTH, DURABILITY AND LIGHTNESS
OF DRAFT, which when once tried gains for it friends and pastor.
For sale, both one and two-horse gees, by

Bonds

Powell

Corner Second and Washington Streets

Subscribe halm Register
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dollr, and they are not at all par- the larger the bouquets received by C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0•••••••
•
ticular about how they get it. It is the prisoner. We beliive that this •
o THIS DAY IN HISTORY.
depravity
that
arises
from
the
mate
not
dollars
to
of
thousands
worth
gang
to get their kind of men in of- of people but rather from the sym- O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
THE
PUBLISHED BY
lice or men who owe their election pathy they feel for the unfortunate.
APRIL 14
Register Newspaper Company, to them. They go into the demo- "Few men and no women are just"-of
Warwick ("the king
1471—Earl
(Incorporated.)
cratic primaries and failing to get Carlysle.
maker") tilled at battle of
Barnet.
A t . c ,;istel ludo:ling. 523 Broadway, what they want their republican associates then get the men for them
Tennessee 1544—French defeated Imperialists
Senator
Tolbert,
of
the
HELM. President
at Ceresuolo.
Treasurer and all join in the richt to elect the legislature, who says that his state 1814—Treaty of peace signed between
• OM.
betrue,
it
being
.'ILIIELM, Secretary republicans, this
is suffering from an overplos of morGreat Britain and France.
hooves the good citizens to take no- ality law, is not a bad fellow, really. 1849—Hiinga-y declared itself a free
Postoffice of Paduline He is only connected with a set of
state, with Kossuth as supreme
.2. lass mall matter. tice and make up their minds to
governor.
That
crowd.
up against the corrupt
men who control the public Franchises
1850—Rangoon, capital of Burmese
$5.00
men
out
One
SUMMER TIME IN MAL::
gang is sharp enough to pick
of Memphis and of course necessarily
:.)CKED" THE SALE OF A
empire, taken by the British.
2.50
rrc:i2escan elect, and stands for organized vice and is op- 1857—Princess Beatrice, daughter of
LOT OF FANCY DRESS G
2.25 whom they think they
.I0 we now say ti!) the good people that
WE ARE GOING TO TAKE .A.:R WEDICINE LIKE GOOD
Queen Victoria, born.
One Wr
posepd to atsy jittislation on moral
186I—Fort Sumter evacuated by the
INDIANS — HAVE MARX , 13 THE GOODS AT PRICES
they must make it their business to Ines.
! -ettive this Payer
Any e
Union forces.
WHERE YOU CAN'T AFRO 1 TO BUY A READY-MADE
oort the matter to find out who is behind the candidates
regularly '
1%5—Abraham Lincoln assassinated.
Tele-e at once.
SUIT.
IT'S CHEAPER AND ;EFTER TO BUY THE MATEThe Regi
and govern themselves accordingly.
Teddy and Poefirio will act as um- 1900—Paris International Exposition
pt-one Cu.-.'• -A 118.
RIMS FROM THIS LARGE COLLECTION AND HAVE THE
When a cand.date is elected to office
opened.
pires in settling the Central Ameri1903—Ex-Preiiident Cleveland spoke
DRESSMAKER DO THE RXST.
he feels that he rests under certain
can muss. Div and Roosevtlt make
in New York in interest of
' obligations to those who were instrua good team as the lattei has eviSouthern industrial' education.
mental in his election, and where a
dently copied the former's policies 1905—Body of John Paul Jones discorrupt clement elects a man they
covered in Paris by Gen. Hormore closely than those of any of his
THE FIFTY-CENT FANCIES ARE TO GO AT 33c A
ace Porter.
are not a bit backward in demanding
YARD.
own
predecessors.
Sunday Morning, April 14, 1907.
Iwo—President
Roosevelt
THAT'S A BIG CUT AND YOU'LL BE PLEASED WITH THE
delivered
favors and protection at the expense'
his "man with the muckrake"
GOODS.
of the people. When a man is electspeech in washington.
has
attorney,
Kurth
Shortridge,
and not by a parpeople
the
by
ed
IN THIS LOT ARE BLOCK CHECKS IN GREY AND WHITE
A Square DeaL
conticular class or set of men he can purged himself of a charge of
TAN
AND WHITE AND BLUE AND LAVENDER. BROKThe experience of ages has demon- be relied upon to give the whole peo- tempt of court. But cannot purge his
EN
SELF
-PLAIDS IN GREY BLUE AND GREEN. WHITE
etrated that the human race must ob- ple a sqtatre deal because he feels client from the contempt of the peoAND BLACK NOVELTIES EN CHECKS AND PLAIDS.
serve established rules and customs no obligation to any one set. Before ple.
MOHAIR SHEPHERD'S CHECKS IN MEDIUM AND SMALL
* if they would be a happy people. The the election is the time for the voter
CHECKS.
preservation of society necessitated to do his thinking and the day of the
Salvador, undoubtedly by the fall of
Mr. J. Crittenden Jones.
The Democrats of this city know
MOHAIR IN OXFORD GREY AND MEDIUM BLUE.
the adoption of the best rules and election is the time for him to act. her ally, announces that she intends
LIGHT WEIGHT NOVELTIES IN SMALL AND MEDIUM
their enactment into laws by which After that time it is too late. The to continue the war. Who knew 'she that you have never abused a trust
reposed in you and that you will
CHECKS IN BROWNS, BLUES. TANS. GREYS AND SLACK
the individual is to be governed. The cry for a square deaal has been going was fighting?
faithfu'ly perform any duty you undertake, and we therefore ask you to
AND WHITE AND REDS.
restraint upon some has always up over the country for four years
represent us as councilman from the
ALL AT 33c A YARD.
chafed them and many transgressions past, and a hquare deal can only pe
The Duma has its czar on the out- Third ward, subject to the demohave there been, and history points obtained where the people rise up and side. Our congress has placed its in cratic primary to be held on May 2
PRICES ARE SLAUGHTERED, ALSO, ON THE BETTER
THIRD WARD DEMOCRAT
to instances in all ages where those demand it by putting none but honest the speaker's chair.
GRADES OF FANCIES.
individuals, so included, have allied men in office, men who will enforce
Mr. Andy Neiman.
PIECES DEN! DUIEL, BLACK AND WHITE CHECK AND
themselves together for the overturn- the law without fear or favor, and
As your friends from all parts of
SENSIBLE MAN.
STRIPE,
44-IN., REDUCED FROM $1.430 TO flyc.
our
citlf
and
which
recognize
order,
in
you
a hustling,
ing of all law and
men who will not graft nor be a party
enterprising,
progressive,
honest
and
,
governdestruction
of
a
means the
GREY OMBRE STRIPE PANAMA. 46-IN., REDUCED FROM
to grafting and who will make it their A Candidate Withdraws in the In ap-to-date citizen, one who is thortweet of Harmony.
ment established for the protection business to see that the pubic sersicc
$1.25 TO 79c.
oughly capable of making a good
representative of the people in the
of one and all.
is rid of corrupt men or. those who
The office of mayor is no mean administration of the affairs of the
GREY PANAMA. BLUE AND BLACK STRIPE,
$IAS
In every city in the land we have do not faithfully perform their duties. honor, a distinction to which any city, we call upon
you to announce
CUT TO 79c.
aspire;
but
I
can
gentleman
might
the criminal element and the lawless Paducah has the opportunity to take
yourself for alderman, promising you
not afford to indulge in vituperatiou
GREY PANAMA, WHITE PEKIN STRIPE, 36-IN.. SI.48, REclass, and who, if not held in check, a place with progressive cities and nents than they can say about me. the support of MANY VOTERS
DUCED TO ofic.
will eventually dominate the very this can only be done by a clean city nents than they can say aobut me.
gentlemen
think
they
It
appears
the
2 PIECES FANCY NOVELTY, GREEN AND
communities in which they live. Pa- government which stands for the enAccepts Call.
BROWN AND
would not be doing justice to their
Paducah, April 13. 1907•es
ducah has such a class and their in- forcement of the laws. A well gov- cauae if they did not make me a perGREY AND BROWN PLAID REDUCED FROM Sz.s3 TO 7'c.
ow
Editor Register:
fluence is felt in the conduct of our erned city is the greatest blessing to sonal object of bitter denunciat:on
GREYOMBRE PLAID NOVELTY, 33 IN., lion, REDUCED
Considering that every man
supjustly
and
malignity.
They
are
public offairs, and the honest citizen its inhabitants, and that can only be
TO boc.
posed, from age and experience, to his community his services when
must assert himself and suppress that obtained by the good citizens laying be above the intemperance of youth. called for, so after considering the
GREY NOVELTY, GREEN, PLAID, sa-IN., $1.00, REDUCED
dement or he will see the day when aside any petty prejudices they may and from character, to be above the call if I can be of service to my comtake um- munity in my humble way and they
gust
of
may
You
criticism.
TO
69c.
he neglected his duty as a citizen by entertain, and uniting :n the election brage,
others may be disappointed see fit to elect me, I will serve them
being indifferent to the evils that are oi clean and honest men to office. and some chagrined at me for this to
GREY AND WHITE CHECK MOHAIR. 46-IN., St_ss, CUT
the best of my ability.
TO
daily spread before him. Behind the Steer clear of the grafter and men announcement, since all know I hold
olic.
J. S. HUNT
blocks of pledges. enougii to pare
criminal, the lawless and the vicious backed by the corrupt clementBroadway to the city Hints, and have
3 PIECES GREY PLAID NOVELTY. 43-IN.. salc, REDUCED
Indians Food of the Dance.
made enough promises to satisfy all.
clement of this city, stand a few
TO 75c..
(Denver Republican.)
My constituents consist mostly of
sheeted and unscrupulous liquor dealwomen and children. Yes I am workLike all the rest of his red-skinned
GREY AND BROWN NOVELTY,
Where Do You Stand?
glic, NOW 75c.
ers and brewers. They furnish the
ing in the interest of Harmony: that brethren the Crow Indian dearly loves
Harmony
that
ravishes
the
soul
and
devilish
schemes
that
a
PIECES BLUE AND GREY PLAIDS, 44-IN., Vas, REDUCbrains tore the
the dance. An Indian will drop his
The citizen who stands for law and
raises it above itself, heals the sick, haying in the face
ED TO 79c.
of a thunderstorm
are to be put through at the expense order should follow the example of
brings peace to the troubled breast
of the decency and morality of the the liquor people and the lawless ele- and youth to age, and I believe my to go to a dance and a squaw will
46-INCH LARGE PLAID PANAMA. lit.as NOW 79c,
forget at her hifalutin college ethics.'
city. The virtue and the integrity of ment in campaigns and elections. object is best accomplished by offer- tion at
the prospect of keeping stepl
ing
pianos
at
prices
that
defy
com44-INCH BLUE AND WHITE CHECK, Vic, NOW 73c.
the young of this conununity are in When an election approaches the lat- petition and more Harmony is to be to the magic beating of those toma
know
.how
to
want
only
ter
class
peril, and every father in this city
found in the Baldwin. Ellington, toms. The music of the dance reprecandidate stands on the moral ques- Hamilton. Howard and Valley Gem sents the summons of the ages—it is
should at once make up his mind that
tions. If he is for a wide-open town pianos than many others for which the call of the wild which the Inhe will break away from that crowd
they fall in right behind him and more is asked. They are made in our dian cannot resist. The best and
and not be used by them and their works for his election They do not factorieo ,shipped direct to the cus- most industrious succumb to
its
tools to longer maintain the hold bother about how the candidate tomer, if preferred, and our experi- wiles. The government is trying to
ence justifies us in saying they are
they have on this city. Almost daily, stands on municipal ownership or the best. If you wish further evi- stop Indian dancing on all the reser
rations. for the reason that an Inconfeenccs are held in their counting corporations; they
not care dence come in and let us convince
do
dian will do nothing but dance is hen
you:
buy
one,
and
when
shades
the
rooms and the newspaper men whom whether he is for establishing a chain of night are falling
fast and the mock he is given free rein.
they control are ordered before them of parks over thc city or for letting in bird is sinaing a requiem over
..nd the policy they are to pursue is the city grow up in weeds. They the dying day, have little Mary Jane
or James Henry play "Home Sweet
laid down. Men whom they cannot are never concerned about whether he Home." This melody will fill you
is a bolter or a strict party man, or
with a joy too big for you to utter.
bluff or use are marked for destrucwhether he has any politics. or not. and you von feel like repaying me
tion and the word is passed down the
If be is all right on the one point of by sending in sour remittances regu)me to that effect. So bold have not enforcing the laws he fills the larly to
Yours truly,
W. T. MILLER.
these men become that they abso- bill for them. The good citizen, as a
lutely have the insolence to go to rule, is the most exacting of all men.
merchants and dictate to them as to If there be a candidate on the track THIRTEEN CLUB DEFIES HOODO AND SUPERSTITION
the newspapers they must and shall who he knows to be an honest man
patronize, and strange to say there and who will enforce the laws, he
Washingan, April 13-LA special
are merchants in this city too coward- will not act like the man on the other train of thirteen cars, leaving New
side and be satisfied, but will expect York at 12:13 p. m., will reach Washly to stand upon their rights as
the candidate to coincide with his ington early this evening, bringing
American citizens and kick that dirty
views upon every subject under the the members of the Thirteen Club of
Then make this bright, up-to-date store your buying home, if you have not
gang into the gutter.
alsun, and if be finds that they differ New York to this city for their anready
done so. Those of you who are already at home here know what it
This may sound strange to so• me of on one point he is very apt tothrow nual dinner at the National Hotel
means for you when we say larger stocks with more and better values than ever
our readers, but it is true. Vv'e have up his hands and say, "I am agin tonight. Previous to the dinn - the
members
of
the
club
will
be
received
before. Every day sees more Spring Goods coming in, and already line assortknown of instances in which em- him." That is where the liquor peoby the President at the White House.
ailtoyes of Certain establishments have ple show better judgment than the The
ments
of the best of Spring's new merchandise can be seen in the various dedinner itself will'be an occasion
spoken out in opposition to some of zood c t:zcn. They are satisfied with to shock the superstitious, for every
partments of the rapidly growing Glithrie trading mart. Come and see the
their plans and sehemes, and but a a man who agrees with them on the tradition of occultism.will be flouted'.
New Spring Ideas and profit by our splendid value giving.
The members will walk under a
few days elapsed before the employer main point affecting their business,
while the good citizen loses sight of ladder in entering the banquet hall,
WE WILL APPRECIATE YOUR INSPECTION OF OUR NEW
was waited upon and a boycott threatthe main issue and strays off because and not being able to limit the guests
ened unless he discharged the o fend- of
a minor difference. In this day to thirteen 413 will sit down at the
ing esitploye. Think of it. this in and time in municipal politics the table. The black eat, which is the
America and in Paducah too. Now only issue is good government and mascot of the club, will preside over
the revels of the banquet hall, and
the qusstiou is, are you dioing to per- bad government. On which side do
among the decorations there will be
mit a handful of corrupt men to domi- you stand? When that simple ques- tree frogs on gilded cages in place of
nate and cOhtrol, by threats, the peo- tion is answered, it should settle the canaries.
While we especially call your attention to our READY-TO-WEAR DEPARTThe president of the club will inrh...of this city or are you going to question of how you should vote.
MENT, where you will find an unequaled show of new and stylish Coat Suits, a
You are either for the lawless ele- augurate the dinner by breaking a
be an American citizen and have the
great
variety of Muslin Underwear, Styles and Shirtwaists of every kind and
ment to be given full sway or you looking glass , and all the other
courage to put your foot down on
guests
will be given a chance to take
are for the enforcement of the law in
Price.
the introduction of Russian methods the city in which you live and' rear a rap at it also. If anybody else has
In these lines you will find that VALUES
4 QUALITY, SATISFACTION AND
a pet superstition they want defied
in this fair city?
your family. It's up to you.
STYLE
ARE
CHIEF
FACTORS. fig r
all they will have to do will be to
4":)1261110111Whardsikaakiag.
In the campaign now on in, this city
mention it before the dinner, and if
that gang is takng a big hand, and
Friday a monument to the rough possible some of the members will
if they can nominate their candidates riders was dedicated at Arlington. In do something to tweak the superstition's tale.
in the democratic primary all good
1950, there will he more riders than
.and well to them, but if they fail to
the total number of men enlisted in
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
win in,the primary they will at once
Life is a good deal like a comic
the Spanish American war.
set to work for republican candidates
opera—without a plot.
Many a man's success in life is due
S' and do all in their power to defeat
The majority of the people are to the accident of birth.
the democratic nominees. They have
- When a pretty girl begins to work
it no politics or any other convictions seemingly in sympathy with crimi- her dimples
forget hwsm is
ie
oexcept on the matter of getting a 1121S. The more atrocious the crime wisdono-oChicago News,'
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RACKET STORE
Reduction 51-,!.t..! of Fincy Dress
Goods. ,t%a! •
11 week.

50-Cent &satins Now 33c
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407 BROADWAY

Do You Wish the
Best at The Least Cost

tA

PRESS GINGHAMS, LAWNS
WASH SILKS AND SILKS

•

GUTHRIE'S

"THE QUALITY STORE"
322-324 Broadway
Both 'Phones, 155

„
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OLD fAaSHION[D SUIT SAR
•t

Look what we AT THIS
are going to give STORE
yo u tomorrow
for $25
We are going
to crowd into this
sale some of our
Expensive Suits.
The Sale for
past week has
been large and it
leaves our stock
partially broken
So we art going to let tiro m
all go this week,
and haveselected
Monday mon.;ng
as the time for
doing so.

MONDAY

=OW

Exclusive Ready-to-Wear

1•115.1"JC!!"."•._

-this lot are
"
4IA• t sold for
, '3,$42.50
d:18 $35
PI
0.00 All
Must Go.
ch9Ice for
$26.u0.
Ten per cent.
redui tion, Voile
Panama & Silk
.slirts, also Shirt
Waists.
Reduced prices
on Spring Waists
of either Cloth
or
Don't Forget!
Monday!

^

ing $325 from the financial institu- sued Manta L hays for $199 claimed
tion.
due from Hays as rent of the
LoBloom hotel building at Eleventh
Unsettled Lumber Bill.
and Broadway, that was occupied by
E. Torian and the West End Hays and owned by Loeb & Bloom
R.
Improvement company were sued by Hays' household effects were sold to
the Fooks-Aere Liimber company for settle the rent claim, the sale being
$221.41 claimed due for building ma- made by Constable A. C. Shelton on
HENRIETTA CUSHMAN FILED SUIT IN CIRCUIT COURT TO terial the lumber concern furnished orders from Justice John J. Bleich, in
RECOVER FROM LULA WHITE THE PROPERTIES THE the tithe,
whose court Loeb & Bloom filed the
FORMER'S HUSBAND LEFT THE
WHITE
WOMAN—J. R.
litigation. Hays yesterday filed suit
FERGUSON SUES THE FERGUSON-PALMER LUMBER COMSnit on Account.
in the circuit court against Shelton
PANY FOR $5,35,3 DAMAGES—MANY NEW SUITS WERE IN
(Seorge Davison & company of and his bondsmen to recover value of
STI TUTED.
Ncw Orleans filed suit against com- the household goods on the ground
mission merchants Edward and Ar- that they were exempt under the law
thur Jones of South Second for and conld not be legally sold for the
Henrietta Cu, Vtlian filed suit yes-'stun of the estate on the ground that $103 25 claimel due for goods Davison rent.,
Lottai Phelps, who lived at Hays'
terday in tl-e circuit court againet sbe and Cushman were never di sold the Paducah house.
places filed a suit against Sydney H.
Lula White, executrix of Fred A. %weed
Right Thigh Broken.
Loeb for WI° on the ground that
Cushman, to recover possession of the
J R Ferguson filed an action to re- Constable Shelton sold that much of
Two Years Married Life.
dead mans cheats. The plaintiff claims
James Scheffer has filed a snit for cover $5,350 from the Ferguson-Pal- her individual household effects when
she was the legal wife of Cushman.
but he gave his property to the White divorce against his wife,Nora Scherer mer Lumber company of South Third he disposed of the Hays goods in the
to whom he was married in Gallatin, street. Plaintiif was in the company rent litigation. Sydney Loeb had the
woman.
Nine years ago the dead man was Tenn., January R, iciot. She left him yards loading his wagon with lumber rent action filed and she seeks to reemployed on an Alabama railroad in April. Tool and now resides in and stove wood when a pile of ma- cover from him the value of her
and had a easily wreck. His right Sikeston, Mo. lie asks the court to terial fell over on him and broke his goods.
name was Fred Hunter. He lost his dissolve the martial tie between them right thigh in two places, hence suit
for damages on the ground that FerThe singing at the Tennessee Elecposition on account of the wreck, and
tric Theatre is one of the best featguson-Palmer were to blame
Settle Estate.
fearing the mishap would militate
urs of that up-to-date place of amuseClaims Overpaid Company.
J. W. Pendley, administrator of
against his chances of securing a poJohn Egan sued J. H. Kelly and ment.
sition vidth snother railroad, he Louella Briggs, filed a suit against
changed his name to Fred Cushman. Samuel 'Briggs and other heirs, ask- the National Credit company for Imo
Minneapolis, Minn., April t3 —Bird
and five years ago took a position as ing the court to refer to the master he claims to have overpaid the con- S. Coles, of Brooklyn, Governor John
cern
on
making
a
that
orler
settlement
commissioner,
when he Burke, of North Dakota and Governthis cast in
engineer for the ll'inois Central out
of Paducah. lie aud his wile dis- the Louella Briggs estate can be quit thee employment. He worked or John A. Johnson of ninnesota,
agreed and she went to Louisville wound up. She died January 3, 1907. 1 for the company from April 5, 1905. are to be the leading speakers at the
to May 3o, 1906, when he quit, and Jeffersoman club banquet
-to live-Ilte died Fehreary t, tqc.7, at
in this city
on settling with the credit people tonight.
Balance on Note.
the home of Lula White. and shortly
Tre Globe Bank and Trust com- for their money he had in his possesbefore death made a will leaving her
his- house and lot, horse and buggy, pany filed suit against 0. D. Schmidt, sion, he paid them $513. He now' We do a lot of talking about the
fine gold watch, several hundred dol- Architect B. B. D4V1S and Jack Coul- claims he paid the concern Saw too' weather, but it dloesn't do any good.
lars in cash, and all other properties. son, for $t46.41 balance due on a much, and seeks to recover it
Trying to live up to his good repClaims Males Illegal.
Afterwards his legal wife came from ninety day note defendants executed;
utation has kept many a man poor.—
Louisville and now sues for posses- the bank March 16, 1904 on borrow- I Several months ago Loeb & Bloom Chica•zo News.

CUSHMAN'S WIDOW APPEARS
AND CLAIMS THE ESTATE

•

UNITED STATES COURT
STARTS HERE TOMORROW
JUDGE WALTER EVANS, MARSHAL LONG, THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY AND OTHERS GETHERE THIS EVENING FROM
LOUISVILLE TO BE PRESENT FOR THE ENSUING TERM-MARSHAL WADE BROWN TOMORROW RETURNS TO HICK
MAN. WHERE TUESDAY HIS EXAMINING TRIAL WILL BR
HELD.

Judge Walter Evans, United States
Marshal George Long, the district
attorney and others arrive this evenng from Louisville to be present at
the spring term of United States
court that Judge Evans opens tomorrow morning at the postoffice buildMg and continues for several days.
There are not many cases before hint
tbis term, hence probabilities are
that he will finish by Tuesday, otherwise he continues as long as necessary to dispose of everything.
The docket for this term is as follows:
Criminal Docket.
United States vs. William Diggs.
Trnited S!at-e vs. Dent< Rowling.
United States vs. J. S. Boodeaux,
et al.. not eee-eterl.
Unite.' State, vs. Elliott and TOSSley, sum on bond forfeited.
United States vs. Geo. W. Vernatt,
not executed.
United States vs. Albert Gray, continued.
United States vs. Franklin Houser,
continued.
United States vs, Henry Elliott.
Unite States vs. Dell Dowdy, continued.
United States vs. Thomas Gordon,
continued.
United States vs. Phillip J. Abbott,
continued; not executed.
Civil Docket.
Following is the civil docket of the
circuit court:
Thomas Hawkins
vs. Steamer
Monie Bauer, boat out on bond.
W. H. Nation, et al., vs. Cumberland River Mining Co, executed.
Cecil Reed, trustee in bankruptcy,
vs. American-German National bank.
Walsh Manufacturing Co, vs. Paducah Cooperage company, executed.
H. M. Rose, administrator, vs. Chicago, St. I.. & N. 0. railroad company, continued last term.
Minnie Tice vs. A. T. Hurley, etc„,,
continued last term.
Clark Andercon, etc., vs. Illinois
Cent-al Railroad company, same.
Anna B. Scott, administrator, vs.
Illinois Central Railroad company,
same.
John L Smith, administrator. vs.
Ill nois Central Railroad company,
sa me.
Anna B. Scott, administrator, vs.
Illinois Central Railroad company,
et al., continued last term.
F. G. Rudolph, administrator. vs.
Illinois Central Railroad company,
same
Nashville Tobacco Works we Kentucky Tobacco Works, same.
Illinois Central vs. A. J. Thomp-

son, administrator, same.
Cecil Reed, trustee in bankruptcy,
vs. American-German National bank..
George A. Kellogg vs. Ilergenthat•
er-Horton Basket company,
Examining Trial.
Deputy United States Marshal
Wade Brown leaves tomoreow 'morning for Hickman, where Tuesday,
morning the inquest and examining
trial comes up where he killed the
young fellow James Bolling last
Thursday. He goes down tomorrow
company with the deputy slieridi
of Fulton county, who has been with
Mr. Brown at the latter's home is
this city since the shooting.
The killing was accidental, Deputy
Brown having arrested Bolting out ia
a field on a bootlegging charge and
the yonn•r fellow jerked away and
ran. The deputy started after 'hint
and pulled his revolver to shoot it
the air and scare the fugitive, tell
the deputy stumbled and this threw
him forward out of balance, causing
him to grasp his revolver tightly and
it went off. sending is bullet through
tlo. he'd of the young man, who
dropped dead.
Brown has written to Marshal Long for the latter to select
so--e one to act in his place during
the feeral court term that starts tomorrow. because !he deputy has to
be at Hickman with his trial.
What the Aeronaut Lacks.
(Emporia, Kas., Gazette.)
The trouble with Mr. Santos-Thimont is that he trusts to science and
not inspiration. No man can iii- un
less he has to. One cant sit down
and determine to fly and fly
To
fly and to make a go of it one must
feel an impelling desire to kick the
earth away from him and grab hold
of the eircumambient atmosphere atilt
pull himself into another and pleasanter environment sithout unnecessary delays, procrastinations or whe
the old Latin writers used to cal
monkey business. Given thst impulse to move and the laws of gravity become void and 3, man caii track
around a streak of lightning 'and go
on for thirty or forty yards without
much trouble. What Santos-Dumont
needs Is less ecience and more enthusiasm in his work.
A miss is worse than a mile to the
anxious maid who can't get to he 1
Mrs.

la.eading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
—et-

FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES

GIVEN

UPON

REQUEST.

S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE 481-a

NEW 743.

326-28 S. 3rd St,
Mob
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VEHICLES
Made for service,for rough
wearing uneven roads as
well as for the asphalt or
brick streets. The most expert skill in making and the.
very highest grades ot rubber combined to produce
the phenomenal "Wearing
qualities of our vehicles.
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•
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•

Yes,mWoste
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nu
nerin A
LatlfaScutpopr)
l311
Our venic les give a smooth
easy motion and add wondertully to the charm of
driving. - These are a few
undisputed fact in regard
to our vehicles. 50 varieties to select from. $25
cash, is what you save
by trading with us.

J.G. Rehkopt Buggy Co. Inc., 212 Broadway
We Are the Oldest, Most, Extensive and Complete Vehicle Dealers in the City of Paducah
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UNFORTUNATES TO BE TAKEN FASHIONS IN
ANNOUNCEMENTS
re's
Whittemo
TO EDDYVILLE PENITENTIARY
NEW YORK REAL...
...ESTATE...
...BARGAINS

SMOKI
GOOC

SHERIFF JOHN OGILVIE WILL DEPART WITHIN NEXT FEW
DAYS FOR THE EDDYVILLE PRISON, WHERE WILL BE
CONFINED ALL THE MALE CONVICTS, WHILE THE WOMAN, ROSA WEST, COLORED, GOES TO THE MAIN PRISON
AT FRANKFORT—TERMS RANGE FROM ONE To TWENTY
YEARS.

CIOAR
G,)cal cigars are not

•111•11111111111.•

in -

ported.

Imported cigars are nu, at
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie and his
deputies will have thirteen prisoners
to take away with them this week for
However, every cigar we
the penitentiaries, all the men going
keep—whether imported or doto the branch prison at F..ddyville and
the female to the main penitentiary
mystic-1s a good, satisfactionat Frankfort. Those to be carried
away •are W. Wickliffe, Ed Clark,
promoting smoke.
Bob Smith, L. Carman, Charles Kelloch, Rosa West, George Reed. Arthur Trice, Cicero Anderson, Wm.
Moore, Bob Greer, Chas. Warren and
W. N. Talley.
The sheriff will select one guard
for every prisoner in order to insure
safe delivery at the prison doors, but
DRUGGIST
he has not yet chosen the date for
departing. It will probably be Tuesday. however, for the Eddyville trip.
SXTH AND BROADWAY
Wicloliffe is the strange young man
who has been in this section of the
country only a few weeks and is not
related to anyone around here of that
name. He got one year for going to
Houser Brothers' grocery store, at
South Fourth and securing fifteen
oio
WE USE
dozen eggs by claiming he was the
steward for the towboat I. N. Hook
and had authority to make the purchase. directing that the bill be
sent to the boat. It developed he
had no connection with the craft
whatever.
Ed(!irk. colored, got one year for
stealing a eair of shoes from a negro
doctir rarned Nelson and selling them
to Noble Ilciatwright. white, for fifty
cents by claming the footgear belonged to him.
Bob Surtli, colored, get five years
liccause it irons smottly, not
for sltepincitto the front of Walter
rough.
Se -k's Lalery at Seventh and trash.
Second.
s-.!etts. and stealing $4 front
ingtn
The button holes, or stud
the' cash arswer while the clerks
holes match.
were in the br.ck end of the establishThird.
ment.
Negligee shirts with buttons
L. Carman serves two years f,•r
writing rut a Sso check on a Mayare ironed perfectly and withfield bank. mang it payable to
out injury
Salooeist Samuel Gott. of Norm
Four&
Fourth street, signing his (Carman'?)
It irons either stiff or pleated
name to the check, then enlorsirie
boanros like new, and the
Gott's name on the back and vetting
-hump" so often seen I.
the American-German National hank
to rash it. He was convicted cf
No other like it in West Kenforgina Gott's name to the piece of
by
Satisfy yourself
tuklis
paper
Charles Kelloch got eight years for
sending us your laundry
housebreaking and malicious shooing. He broke into Oscar Denker's
saloon and grocery at Eighth and
Harris streets and stole soot: money.
Phone
For that he was giVS.f1 three years.
ANS While at his work Officers Orr and
Woods came along and detected Kelloch and his pals. The robbeis fired
not
marry times at the police, but
hit them. For this shooting Kelloch
got five years. Frr4 pals escapee,.
I WOW IS THE 'I IME
THIS 18 t HE PLACE
good.

J. a. Oehlschlaeger

The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONER,S

WHY?

Star Laundry

Rosa West, colored, goes up for
three years for enticing an old country man named J. A. Smith into the
alley opening on Kentucky avenue
between Second and Third streets
and there robbing him of $5 in money
and a $22.50 check.
George Reed, colored, gets •twenty
years for having illicit relations with
a little negro girl named Willie
Henry. Reed lived near Seventh and
Jackson streets and enticed her into
his room, where the crime was committed. She then went on home and
informed her mother. Reed then
went down to explain matters and
the mother nearly cut his head off
with a sharp knife.
Arthur Trice, colored, goes ta
prison for three years for...attacking
Miss Nellie Stevens on South Third
beyoni Norton street and trying to
steal her pocketbook. The young
lady was a telephone operator at the
Cumberland company and was en
route home one Sunday evening last
January at 6 o'clock when the darky
attacked her.
Cicero Anderson got two years for
fatally shooting John Mix in the rear
yard of Charles Graham's saloon at
Ninth and Kentucky avenue last
July. Anderson's crowd was out in
the tenderloin and met Mix and his
c-ciwd in Sue F..ggleston's joint Mix
took a bottle of whiskey from one of
the Anderson crowd and this brought
on a war of words and blow or two,
but they separated. Afterwards Anderson was in Graham's rear yard
when Mix came out there and jumped
on Farley McChord, giving him a
whipping. Anders-on told him to get
off, when he and Mix got into trouble and Anderson sent a bullet
through Mix's stomach, causing death
the next day.
Wm. Moore. colored, goes np for
one year for cutting H. H. Harrison.
Bob Greer, colored, received- one
year for stealing some hearth tiling
from Conrtactor Huddleston and selling it to Mike 'semen by claiming
the material belonged to him. Grser
then stole it back from Mike Iseman
and sold it to Tony !semen.
Tolley and Warren both go up for
one year each, they confessing to
having enticed the Robertson brothers, of near Union City. Tenn., to
the St. icholas hotel on South Third
street in this city and wetting the
brothers to sove up tow in stood
money for $5.0oo in bad. but tunable
spu-ioos coin. They got the brothers
wood money then slipped out of the
hostelry without delivering the green
goods.

PLANS FINISHED FOR THE
NEW SCHOOL BUILDING

PADUCAH CENTRAL
I NCOOR
'DC owl,. Day and Night
School
•lasogne
'11

SUPERINTENDENT FRED HOVER COMPLETES THE DRAWING AND IS NOW WORKIN G ON THE SPECIFICATIONS,
BOTH OF WHICH WILL BE GONE OVER THIS WEEK BY
THE COMMITTEE AND BIDS CALLED FOR FROM CONTRACTORS—TUESDAY NIGHT TRUSTEES AND ODD FELLOWS MEET TO CLOSE DEAL FOR THE FIFTI-T AND KENSt. Louis and Tennessee Rim PackTUCKY AVENUE PROPERTY.
bee
et company—the cheapest and
excursion out oi Padocals.
Capt. Fred Hoyer, supenntendent will get up the plans for this addiof buildings for city public schools, tional structure, and the probabilities
has finished drawing the plans for the are that the drawings and specificanew building to be put up on the tions for the North Twelfth school
block of ground the trustees own in will be duplicated for the new south
Faxon's addition on North Twelfth side structure.
The plans for the North Twelfth
street, four block north of Trimble
street. The superintendent is now school will provide arrangements for
busy at work writing out the speci- connecting the building with the
fications. which will be finished with- city's sanitary sewerage system when
next few days. He will then the mains are laid up that far. The
It Ii a trip of pleasure, collator in the
notify Chairman William Karnes, of new sewerage district now being con
and rest; good service, good cab! the school building committee, who structcd will go a block or two
north,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each will call that committee together for beyond Trimble street, leading urge
going over thoroughly and the school trustees will
of
purpose
the
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. as both the plans and specifications. The upon the general council the necesFor other information apply to Jas committee can do this at one sitting, oty of extending the underground
which will be held either Wednesday pping up as far as the school at
Frank
koger, superintendent;
or Thursday night of this week. If least, so healthy sanitation can be
!Brown. agent
the plans prove satisfactory the com- procured by the connections and
mitteemen will call for bids from the there be no necessity of maintaining
contractors to construct the new surface toilet rooms for the pupils in
building. As soon as the contractors the yards as exist at all the other
put in thiir p-oposals the committee buildings outside the sewerage terriwill have President A. List of the tory. The new South Side building
school board to call a special session cannot kelp but get the sewerage
of that body, when the committee- conrestions. as it will be inside the
men will lay the contractors' proposi- district which covers all that port,on
tions before all twelve of the trus- of Padocah. The Washington buildRound Trip to EVANSVILLE AND tees and it then decided who shall ing will this summer be connected
the structure, which will be with the mains now being laid out
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00; erect
started about the middle or last of Brbadway.
Unlimited Ticket $5,00, meals and next month and be completed enti-eAs the Fifth and Kentucky avznue
berth included.
ly by the time the schools open the !striding has been sold the teachers
there will be transferred to other
second Monday in next September.
In drawing the plans for this. new buildings when school opens next
fall, while during June the trustees
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party structure Superintendent Hoyer fol- will choose additional teachers to eslowed very closely those used in conof five or, over, ,z.so each, without structing the McKinley school in nervise the new rooms created by
Mechanicsburg two years ago, and construction of the extra buildings.
meals; $aco with meals.
Judge E. H. Puryear has finished
this latter structure will be duplicated
the abetract and deed to the Fifth
Good music on all the boats.. Foe except in a few minor and unimport- and Kentucky avenue property, and
ant details. The North Twelfth
farther particulars see
tostreet school will be two stories high will turn it over to President List
together
will
latter
call
The
morrow.
the
only
but
ciirlit
rooms,
& A. FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Asset contain
Tnesday night the committee of
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass. four rooms on the .first floor will be trustees and the committee of Odd
the
as
this
summer,
inside
finished
Agent 1Phone as,
attendance anticipated from that por- rellowe, who have been chosen by
tion of the city will have no need for each side to close the negotiations
more rooms than fotr at the outset. for thlr eale and transfer of the propAn eminent Spanish scientist has but as the number of attendants in- erty, The echool committte will turn
to the
made the recent discovery that the creases a room at a time will be ohs- ose abstract and deed o'erover the
pats
Odd
will
Fellows,
who
second
floor
the
finished
on
sunflower yields a splendid febrifuge tered and
and ushered into Dee in order to not tR.000 cash payment to be made and
oive notes for the remaining $17.000
that can be used as a substitute for overcrowd the students.
of the as.noo given by the Odd Felcomboard
school
the
As
as,
piton
the
Accordingly,
sunflower
quinine.
mittee gets a site for the second new low( for the ground and building.
should not only, by its growing, ex- building to go up at some noint with- which will he confirmed in use by the
ert fever elispe:linsr effect, but also in a radius of four or five blocks sehools, free of charge, until dieyield a produc• which IS used admit-Ikons Sixth and Jackson or Eighth missed this present scholastic term
Moonily in all fevers.
nod kdams the building committee that closes the middle of Jane.

Excursion

nn Fa tbe Rend Trip to
soWin/
Toloossso river & rota'

Excursion Rates on
The Rive'

M ekyor.
c Art AUElloriZed EU •nnounce the
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
subject to the Uemoei at Primary to
've held Thursday, May a. tooy.

Nlew York, April 13.—Grey ponWe are auttioitsciti
.sunounce the
gee, ve-y high in price and simply
zancliclacy of G. R. Davis for mayor,
marvelous in its finish, forms the
subject to the Democratic Primary to
fabric tcr one of the fashionable
he held Thur-da), Ma) 2, 1907,
street gowns of the yzar. It is elaborately trimintd with braid put on FRATERNITY BUILDING TELEWe are authorized to annottoce the
to form dialoonds upen the skirt,
of Joe E. Potter for mayor,
candidacy
PHONES
8,88.
while tile jacket, which :s something
subject to the Democratic Primary I.
on the litoitse cider, is strapped witn
be held Thursday, May a, i.
the braid oiross the front, while de- It
No.
North
lath
5-room
ilia
St.
icate traceries of silver outline the
City Clerk.
Th re \are costly buttons oid house, front and back porch; lot 67x
We are authorized to announce
1 165 feet; $1,5oo, $ffoo cash.
a dem cellar of silver laze.
City Clerk Henry Bailey as a candiSilver lace, by the way, appears
No. 1314 Trimble street. 6-room 2- date for re-election to the office of
upon many of the handsome spring story house, so ft. lot. $1,5oo.
city clerk subject to the Democratic
gowns, and there is a deal of silver
No, na9 North 14th. Good three- Primary to be held Thursday, /toy a,
used in the trimmings of the new room
home, 4o-ft. lot, $ritoo, half 1M.
dresses, both for street and house.
cash, balance 1 year.
We are authorized to announce
Fortunately one can obtain the touch
No. 124$ South 6th. a-room house, Maurice M. McIntyre as a candidate
of silver at a price so reasonable that
it is not deterred from using it by 5°-ft- lot, $1.350, $500 cash- High, for city clerk, subject to the Democratic Primary to be held Thursday,
reason of its cost. Silver roses are dry, healthy, on car line.
seen upon the spring hats, and silver
No. tato Salem ave. 3-room house, *slay 2, 1907.
braid decorates many of the light- *Soo; $50 cash, balance $to per month
City Tramenne.
weight spring fabrics,
;$550 all cash. Reins $6.00 per month.
We are authorized to announce the
White trimmed with plae yellow is
No. tatat Salem ave., 3-10001 ell
to be wcrn a great deal this season,!house.
candidacy of William Kraus for city
40-ft. lot. $850, half cash.
treasurer, subject to the DatiPOCrlitic
and particularly in the summer dressMechanicsburg lots, near the big Primary to be held Thursday, May a,
es and shirt waists. There are
gowns of soft white material-girls mills. 15 lots for Poo. A good in- [VC
mull, cashemere, voile, taffeta and vestment that is absolutely safe and
We are authorized to announce the
crepe de chine that are made positive- that will be very profitable.
ly ravishing by the addition of some I North ifieb st. between Harrison candidacy of John W. McKnight for
yellow lace or the application °fleet and Clay, new 3-room home, 40-foot city treasurer, subject to the DemoThursday.
in ecru, gold or coffee. The consist- lot, Harahan Addition, $4.45o; Sitio cratic Primary to be held
2, tger.
May
nation is one of the prettiest to be 'cash, balance Paso per month.
seen for many a season.
Jefferson street. $goo lot; north aide
City Ataminwp.
Hosiery will of course match cm- between 13th and 14th streets.
We are autbotized to animism tbe
tumes and shoes The
fanciful I
Two lots, Jefferson street, west end candidacy of Jobe G. Mithsr, Jr.„ tee
things of silk almost gauzelike, are
northwest
corner, 2120+1 street, both city attorney, subject to the Demoembroidered in artistic designs of the
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
lots
for
$1750,
half cant
same color. There does not seem a
strong tendency toward two or three
Jefferson street, south aide. be- May a. i.
24th and nth. Two 50-foot lots
tween
colors. Black hosiery is always in
We ate authorised to announce the
such good taste that manufacturers $65o each.
candidacy of Freak A. Lucas, lot
have put their talents in open work j Madison street, Fountain Park ad- city suorney. 'abject to the Demoand novelties in glee's and white. In dition, between taith and lath, lot sox piratic Primary to be held Tbureday.
spite of the very great popularity of ,165 feet. $6o0, half carat.
llay a, may..
black openyork stockings during the
Rowland town. so foot lots from
two years past they are still suffici- $150 to $aoo each, $to cash, balance
We are authorized to annouace the
ently in fashion's favor to be includ- $500 per month.
candidacy of A. L ".4 -pet ler
ed among the fashions of the spring.
Whittemore North Side addition, city attorney, subject to the DemoThe designs are neat and delicate. , lots on Hinklreille road just west cratic primary to be held Tuesday.
and certainly with a fine black slip- ner
lots
tio cor- May 2, 1907.
e
of Oak
ined h,bala
lotstro
;ss
Grove;
per nothing can be more charming
cash, balance sLoi
for dress wear than the more elabo00 Assesses.
i per week, no inteerst Best known
rate openwork designs i black.
to ainsomsee W.
authorised
are
We
!Way of saving up money.
The black stockings embroidered
a candidate for reas
Dick
Stewart
j Harrison street lots, Terrell's adin white are newer and are considelection to the office of city assessor,
to lots $3oo each, jsio cash,
ered most desirable. The white em- diticm,
subject to the Democratic Primary
$50 per month.
broidery sometimes supplments the balance
to be held Thursday, May 2,
Kentucky avenue lot near t.-th at.
black embroidery or openwork. It is
$50 cash, balance $5 pr:r i.tonth.
$400;
t
Otp
pat on in most striking fashion, not
in dots. squares or flowers, but in a Lot forty feet.
We are authoriere to announce the
Purchase for city
serpentine design which starts at the i Investment bargain, 5 houses, two candidacy of Joe
insteps and zigzag. up the stocking lots between Tennessee and Jones, iailer, subject to the niemocratie Prifront or from the side to the front. between Toth and ttth, all for $5,000, mary to be held Thursday, May a.
It is decidedly a novel and striking one-third cash; rent for $600 pet 1007effect, but hardly in such good taste year. Good renting neighborhood.
We are authorized to announce the
North 13th street, 4-rooms, hall, 40as the plain black.
of W. T. (Billy) Read liar
candidacy
begocd
home
it.„soo;
place;
lot,
foot
The black stockings ,which have
subject to the Democratic
jailer,
city
colored embroidery arc meant for tween Flournoy and Faxon streets.
be held Thursday, May a,
to
Primary
house
in
street,
4-room
McKinley
wear a ith satin slippers. The emt:11
1111117broidery is of a floral design, done good condition for $aco cash.
in clear vivid pinky and bluets_ The
limcity
in
So
all
buys
lots
$to,000
We are authorized to announce the
embroidery is solid, the floweri be- its, all level, on Hinkleville road, candidacy of Sam L Beadles for city
ing small morning glories, rosebuds, $1.000 cash, balance $soo per year. A jailer, subject to the Democratic Pricorn flowers and grains and wheat. good proposition for a email syndi- mary to be held Thursday, May a.
The plain silk stocking in the bright- cate. A few investors could combine
1907.
est color' is pronounced good taste. and find an excellent way of saving
We are authorized to announce the
White hosiery in finest cotton, lisles and at the same time double their
candidacy of Al. Hymareh for city
and sirk and openwork will be worn money.
with white notes. For dances the
Harrison street, monthly payment gam, subject to the Democratic Priembroidered and those with lace in- lots between .sth,,and 14th, shade mary to be held Thursday, May a
sets in pale tones will be sought by trees, lots 40x165; $400, $50 cash, the 1907,
balance easy.
We are authorized to announce the
5 acres Hinkleville road, 1 -2 miles candidacy of Mann W. Clark for city
(Crinsirfned on Pere Fight
west of city limits, all in woods, $900, jailer, subject to the Democratic Fri
tuary to be held Thursday, May a
In consideration of the schools using one-third cash.
Cairo road, Rowlandtown. 4-room *907the building free the trustees will not
charge the Odd Fellows any interest house, forty-foot lot, $1,000, $iso cash,
We are authorized to announce the
upon the defe.rred payments of the balance $12.50 a month.
candidacy
purchase price.
of It M. Mules 1°.' eitY
for
bought
be
An automobile can
the Democratic Prisome real estate. The automobile is Jailer, subject to
Thursday. May a.
held
be
to
ro517
you
If
a Ford aid is a good one.
have any real estate to offer for it 1907let me know. You can ask Foreman
School Trustee.
Bros., North 4th street, for particuto announce the
authorized
are
We
lars. What they say can be depended
school
upon. The price of the automobile is candidacy of Ben Weille for
Second ward, subthe
from
trustee
$500.
We will build a 4-room house on a ject to the action of the city demoplan to suit in the Whittemore notrh critic primary to be held Thursday,
side addition between atst and sand \lay 2.
streets arid north of the Hinkleville
road for $1,250 $200 cash. balance $to
per month. We will include two lots
in the transaction. This makes a
good opportunity for a home buyer.
South 5th street, 6oxt65 foot lot between Adams ard Jackson, $2,000
—one-third cash.
Madison street, genuine bargain. 5
room house soico55 feet lot to alley,
northwest corner rtth street. On car
line. Needs some repairs and is a
BIG BARGAIN at $t600; $600 cash,
1-2 years, 6 per cent.
balance
„
Madison street, 4 room house,
northwest corner gth. Joins city
electric light plant, so foot lot, $2000,
$200 cash, balance $15 per month.
North itth street lots, between
Boyd and Burnett 40ott75 feet to
buil.' homes to rent, on'y $300 each.
West end Tennessee street. 2 room
house, 2 let' all for f5no. $5o cash.
Broadway cottage bargain, no-theast corner 21st street. 6-room nearly
cnaeswh. house, so foot lot, $3,000, onethird cash, to per cent off for all
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WEDDING
PRESENTS

SEE OUR STOCK OF

CUT GLASS, HAND

H Y BUY HAND-MEW
IN DOWN CLOTHES AT
TAILOR-MADE PRICES WHEN
YOU CAN GET REAL TAILORMADE CLOTHES, MADE HERE
Aj HOME. EXCLUSIVE PATTERNS AND GUARANTEED TO
FIT FOR $25 AND UP,

PAINTED CHINA
AND

SILVERWARt

J. L Wanner
JEWELER.

311 BROADWAY

HOME 53-r

7-acre farm 5 miles from Paducah
r.oad. Two-room house,
$6so
near Mayfieldt
fm:
too .fruit trees; make a fine poetry
ca-h.
Jefferson street So foot corner lot,
. side West End, . $1,000, half
cnaosrhth
Trimble street floistco foot lot to
alley, north side between Ninth and
Tenth. Good home neighborhood,1
$t,000, half cash.

HAMELIN
THE TAILOR

Palmer House
•

V
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THE HOME OF

The Willow Springs
116 SOUTH FOURTH STREET,PADUCAH,KENTUCKY
HAVE JUST RECEIVED so CASES OF THE CELEBRATED WRENS PURE MALT WHISKEY
IS THE ONLY PERFECT, BARLEY MALT WHISKEY SOLD IN PADUCAH. BOTTLED IN

BOTTLED IN BOND. IT

BOND.

THE NATIONAL PURE FOOD LAWS, IS AN ABSOLUTELY PURE, GENTLE AND INVIGORATING

GUARANTEED

BY

STIMULANT AND

TONIC, BUILDS UP THE NERVE TISSUES, TONES UP THE HEART, GIVES POWER TO THE BRAIN STRENGTH AND
ELASTICITY TO THE MUSCLES AND RICHNESS TO THE BLOOD.
--

It is the only perfect barley
malt whisky sold in Paducah,
bottled in bond and guaranteed by the National Pure Food
laws, is an absolutely pure,
gentle and invigorating stimulant and tonic, builds up the
nerve tissues, tones up the
heart, gives power to the brain
and strength and elasticity to
the muscles and richness to the
blood. It is invaluable to overworked men, delicate women
and sickly children, as it is a
food already digested. It will
strengthen the system, is a promoter of good health and longevity, makes the old young
and keeps the young strong.
Price $1.00 per bottle. Ask
your Doctor what he thinks of
it, and he will tell you, nothing better, for two reasons—
one because it is bottled in
bond and the other because it
comes from Don Gilberto, who
handles nothing but purity in

his place of business.
A full stock of pure wines
from California, with a guarantee over the cork of each
bottle.. Full quarts, 50c per
quart; full pints, 30c per pint.
Remember the hardest wines
to get pure is the blackberry.
My blackberry cordial, 50c per
quart, my blackberry Cognac
Brandy, $1.00 per bottle.
NAMES OF WINES.
Riesling, sherry, port, claret,
Madieria, Angelica, Muscatel.
DON GILBERTO, Sole Distributor for Paducah, Ky., for
Wren's Pure Malt Whisky;
Hennessey & Co. Pure Apple
Brandy; People's Pure California Wines; People's Juniper
Berry Dry Gin. All the above
goods guaranteed to be absolutely pure, and to conform to
all the requirements of the National Pure Food laws in every
particular.

Last but not least is the celebrated
MR. r-ILLOW SPRINGS
BOU1'..BON AND RYE,
Quart' , Pints, Half-Pints.
$1.00 pc: quart; 50c per pint,
25c per half-pint, and $10.00
per case of 12 full quarts. The
strong arm of the mightiest
and best government on earth
protects and guarantees the
purity of the goods under the
brands of the "Mr. Willow
Springs," distilled by A. Cummins,. Coon Hollow, Nelson Co.,
Kentucky.
All together, boys; all together. Make a run to the hole
in the wall, where you will see
DON GILBERTO and MR.
WILLOW SPRINGS ready to
receive your shekels for every
thing pure that you may call
for.
Don't forget the Prog-ressive
Toddies and the celebrated
Shamrock, from Cork, Ireland.

HOW IT CAME TO BE NAMED "MISTER WILLOW SPRINGS"
It happened thus: An old gentleman from the celebrated
Ballard Co., Ky., by the name
of Mr. Armstrong, a man of
the old school, that knows
what good whisky is, because
he made it in the good old
days before the civil war, came
into my place of business and
said to me,"Uncle Doti, I came
At 116 South Furth street
The place you'll find clean and sweet
It is the home of Mr. Williow Springs
And to you Don Gilberto the tiding
brings.

up from Old Ballard to tell
you that you have been the
cause of all of us down in Ballard drinking pure whisky, by
the name of OLD WILLOW
SPRINGS, hut I am going to
suggest to you before allothe
gentlemen present to change
the name, and instead of calling it Old Willow Springs to
There you'll be sure and find a toddy
Good enough ior anybody,
And California's richest wines.
Flrought to you from Southern climea

Your Dr. the best whiskey will prescribe for you
For reasons two,which you will never
rue,
One. It health to you will bring.
The other—It comes from Willow
Spring.
•
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Compounders and rectifiers
who claim that Uncle Sam only
bottles whisky in bond for the
tax that he can get out of it
will wake up some morning after 17 years of a dream and
find out that Uncle Sam's best
friend, Teddy R., with his big
'club, has said that compounded, rectified and blended whisky is not good whisky under
the pure food law, and when
offered for sale it must bear a
label which states that the contents are neutral or cologne
spirits, colored, flavored, an
Imitation of whisky, and the
administration decides it is unlawful to label it as whisky,
but it must he pure whisky,
mellowed by age, in charred
barrels, and not bottled until
four years old, from the origi-

call it Mr. Willow Spring,' as
it deserves a title of Mr." and
a vote was taken, and it was
agreed by all that it should be
hereafter known as MR. WILLOW SPRINGS, and when the
votes were counted there were
23, which is skiddoo for Old
Willow Springs—so hereafter
it will be known as Mr. Willow
Springs.
There of course you'll find them pure
Of this you always may be sure,
All with the stamp of the Pure Food
Law.
And a neater place you never saw

Treatment courteous and polite,
You will receive morning-noon and
night,
And Don Gilberto extends an invitation to all,
At the home of the Willow Springs
to call.

nal' wood, and also, that it may
stay in the original wood packages for four years longer,
making it altogether 8 years
in charred barrels. So you
see what Uncle Teddy is trying to do is to protect the consinner, PO that if he keeps his
eye open he will be able to
drink pure whisky, bottled in
bond, four years old and up to
eight years, which is sufficient
for all impurities that maybe
contained in whisky to evaporate by Nature's elements.
-So you run no-risk in drinking the whiskies that are bottled in bond and labeled in big
letters "Hand Made, Sour
Mash Whisky," but if you fail
to see the words "sour mash"
it is a cheaper class of whisky,

which is called sweet mash, or
the continuonc run of the still,
but when you drink
MR. WILLOW SPRINGS
—at—
DON GILBERTO'S,
116 South Fourth Street, you
are drinking the best whisky
produced in the state of Kentucky.
..It may- have its equal, but
not its superior, so don't forget the Hole in the Wall. Free
lunches mnst be more sanitary
in saloons. City healtkofficers
believe that reform M necessary. So you see Don Gilberto' free lunch is under the niling of the pure. food laws, because he gives his patrons pure
cheese and crackers, and nothing else, and both the above
articles are under the inspection of the pure food laws.

Very Respe ctfully Your
116 South Fourth

Don Gilberto
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"THIS IS MY 63RD BIRTHDAY" the Santa Clara college in 1862. Three
,
—Delphin M. Delman.
years later he graduated from the
Delphin Michael Deimos, tblt famous Yale law school. After his admission
California lawyer who is the leading to the California bar in 1866 he pracattorney for the defence in the Thaw ticed law in San Jose until t882, an,d
case, was horn in France, April 14, since then in San Francisco. He was
1844. He removed to California in chosen regent of the University of
ilia, boyhood, and was•graduated from , California in 1885 and delegate-at-

8.1111111,11110010111010808104101118101/06110M/IMNIIMISIMMO
large to the democratic national convention in St. Louis in r9o4. Mr.
Delmas resides at Casa Delmas, Santa Clara county, and has his office in
San Francisco. During his years of
practice at the California bar he has
won many famous cases. It is said,
in fact, that no client he has defended
•

has ever been found guilty.
Ocie hundred years ago the West
Indies supplied about one-hal; of the
world'.; sugar. but the industry is on
the decline. The world's crop of
beet spgar is now about 6,800,00n
tons. '

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILROAD
BULLETIN

(Continued from Page Two.)
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have Mrs. Herbert W. Mengel, of
Louisville, as a fine drawing card for
the meeting next Thursday afternoon
at 3 o'clock at Grace church parish
house, at which time she will deliver
a lecfure on "What Club Women
Can Do for Our Public Schools."
Mrs. Mengel is one of Kentucky's
most brilliant club women and progressive women interested in education and other loading issues and at
the Kentucky Federation of Women's clubs at Mt. Sterling last June
she presented a paper on the "Public Schools of Kentucky" that was so
fine and teemed with such salient
po uts that the public instruction department had thousands of copies
made and scattered over the country LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA,
showing an address indicating the
deliverer had devoted much time,
Mystic Shrine and German Bapthought and talent to the subject.
No
will be trade to hear
tie Brethren, April 25th to May
her at the parish house and it will be
especially plevi-,7 •0 be- if all the
illth; round trip $6o.5o, limit
gentlemen of the city would attend
and a general floor ihseitssion be inJuly 31st
dulged in regurding education. The
club women are making great preparations for her appearance.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
The Matinee Musical.
At 3:30 o'clock Wednesay afterEclectic
Association.
Medical
noon the Matinee Musical club meets
at Grace church parish house, with
June 8th to isth, limit August
the following program up for rendi3ist; round trip $6o.5o.
tion:
American Compdsers--E. Nevin and
Dudley Buck.
Leaders—Mrs. Geo. B. Hart and Miss
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
Mayme Dreyfus&
Current Events.
April Nth to November 3cith—r5
t. Biographical Sketches—Miss Jennie Gilson.
days-123.75. Coach excursions
2. }Nano
Duett, .yalse Caprice,"
(Nevin)—Misses Maybelle Beyer,
on special dates-418.0o every
and Mary Bondurant.
.3. Vocil Solo, "I Once Had a Sweet
Tuesday, limit io days.
Little Doll," (Nevin)—Mrs. James
Weille.
Violin Solo, "Narcissus," (Nevin)
—Mrs. Wm. Clark.
•
5. Quartette with Solo, Soprano and
Piano Duett, "Wynken. Blenken
and Nod," (Nevin)—Mesdames
Hart and Weille. Misses Bradshx.v. Dreyfuss and Puryear.
Misses Purvear and Reed.
6. Vocal Solo. "Creoles Lose Song."
(Biscle)—Miss Caroline Ham.
7 Music in America—Mrs. Hal Corbett.
8. Vocal Dnett, "Oh. That We Two
Agent City Ticket Office.
Were Maying!" (Nevin) — Miss
Fifth and Broadway.
Bradshaw and Mr. Bagby.
co.. Piano Solo (a) "Barchetta"
(b) "Arlequin"
(Nevin)—Miss Nast! Mohan.
to. Vocal Solo. "The Capture of
Bacchus," (Buck)—MV. McMillen.
Agent Union Depot,
it. Quartette. "Crossing the Bar,"
(Buck)—Miss Bradshaw and Mrs.
Grey, Messrs. Scott and Ilagby.

THE FOLLOWING'REDUCED RATES ARE
ANNOUNCED

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS APPLY TO

J. T. Donovan,
R. M. Prather

.m••11001••••1111I

The management of the Tennessee
r:leetr,c Theatre is to be commended
oi not raising the price on the Thaw
tragedy
NEWS FORECAST FOR
THE COMING WEEK.
Washington, D. C., April 13.—The
sessions of the Islational Peace congress in New York will attract attention during the first three days of the
coming week. A large number of
mien and women oi wide 'reputation
will take part in the meeting, which is
expected to be the most notable ever
held in this country in the interest
of International peace and arbitration.
The National Assembly of Panama
will meet Monday in extraordinary
session.
A consistory is to be held in Rome
You should have them fitted
Nfionday at which, it is stated, six new
right and by some one in
earl:finals will be created. , It is not
whose ability you have confiexpected that any Americans will be
dence. You should take advanamong those to receive the red hat.
tage of my free examinations
The liter,tate CoMmerce commission is to hold .,- nother hearing at
to fitol out whether you really
need glasses. If you do not I
Portland, Ore., Monday on the sowill tell you so, and if you do.
called Spokane rate cases.
I am roperly equipped for the
The Colonial Conference, which
has for its object the strengthening
work and my prices are right.
of the bonds between the various
parts of the British empire, will heEYES EXAMINED FREE
in its sessions ifs London Monday.
The annual meeting of the United
States Steel corporation will be held
Monday in Hoboken, N. J.
The Daughters of the American
Optical Headquarters of PaduRevolution sell hold their annual nacah.
tional convention in Washington, be600 Broadway.
inning Monday, and continuing all
week.
all1111111111=1111EllainallargArAIMIalllemo
William J. Bryan on Thursday will
begin a two weeks' tour of speech”solrng through the New England will be entirely non-political, but h,
is expected to make one of the greatstates.
est oratorical efforts of his life.
Mr. Bryan to Deliver Address,
Washington. D. C., April 13.—William J. Bryan will be the principal
Manager Moore, of the Tennessee
speaker at the Lincoln memorial ex- Electric Theatre, is showing himselt
ercises, to be held in the Columbia to be accommodating and earnest in
Theatre tomorrow under the aupiecs his efforts to provide his patrons
of the Union Veteran Legion. Mr. with the best entertainment in th.Bryan's addrecs. it is understood. market.

When You
Need Glasses

STEINFIELO OPTICAL CO.

.1•1•111.11.1.1111•Y

GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
.... $100,000
Capital stock
.. $34,000
Interest paid on time' deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.

Surplus

G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest.

N. W. VAN CULLN, Cashier.

306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both zstrsnet, NO.

•
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HUYLER'S CANDY
SWEETENS HEAR- =

The bottom la)

7
a box iif
ofis
t4idr

NOTED MAN
GREETED HERE

News and Notes of
Sports
•

Pitchers W;Ison and Graham of
the Washington Americans will be
shipped to Milwaukee.
Manager McGraw says that Pitchitigthrias
er Ferguson will deliver the goods
this season.
Nearly all new faces in the Cin*anti surprises
PRESIDING ELDER BLACKARD
cinnati line-up this season.
HOLDS QUARTERLY CONas the ttp layez4
Catcher Lou Criger of the Boston
FERENCE SUNDAY.
is said to be working in
Americans
And its always fresh if you get it
his old-time form.
Detroit fans think that Catcher
Woman's Home Mission Society of Charlie Schmidt will be "der beenut
Trimble Street Church Meets
priddle" this season.
• With Mrs. Bauer.
Walter Ectersall. the Chicago football player, will manage a team in
DRUG STORE.
Colorado. As he knows how to kick
49.T1'54 BROADWAY.
The appearance here of the great he will doubtless make a good manager.
4 temperance lecturer, Rev. George W.
Ambrose Hussey, manager of the
••+ +•••+• + +••
Bains thili week is being looked fora semi-eto&ssional
Ridgewoods,
•
ward to with great anticipation by the
team of Greater New York, will he
POPULAR WANTS
a.
community at large, as he is one of
the "Big Finger," of the Brooklyn
st
s.
the most noted speakers to be found
outlaws in the new Atlantic league.
••••••••••
•
•
•
•
anywhere the world over, having been
Think of "Pop"Anson, the man
FOR SALE—Stock dry goods, engaged to talk day after day in the
who
Ky.
placed Chicago on the map, havBeaton,
Griffith,
Thompson &
large cities over the country. Many ing trouble to obtain permission to
Paducahans have heard him at other
FOR RENT—Elegani data, set cities and pronounce him superb and open a fly-by-night ball park in the
Windy City. Such gratitude. Bahl
enth and Broadway. Apply ra IS
unequalled in his calling. Ile lecDowning, a former Kitty league
Scott
tures next Wednesday evening at the catcher, • with Meridian, in the CotFirst Baptist church, and the follow- ton States league.
WANTED--You to read the Tening
nilght at the Broadway Methothis
Instead of getting a nice cut of
in
nessee Electric Theatre's ad.
dist church. There is no charge for angel food the Philadelphia Athletics
issue.
admittance.
received a beautiful bunch of unripe
FURNITURE—
Wherever he has appeared in the persimmons when they met the QuaHOUSEHOLD
Will sell cheap. Apply 219 N. 6th. past it has been impossile for him ker ,
SW to be heard in one night by all the
Manager Chance of the Chicago NaNew Phone So.
says that he intends to keep
tionals
never
the
as
churches
people desiring,
FOR RENT—Rooms 212-2T4 itt hold by several hundred those trying Blaine Durbin, his Western Associaiiraternity building, second floor. to get in, and it is for this reason tion scouthpaw recruit.
•kpply Drs. Stewart and Bass.
It is said that Sandberg, one of the
that two nights will be utilized here.
so that those failing to get a seat youngsters with the White Sox, has
ROUND—Leather case coataining the first evening will have another plenty of sand, can hit like a sandadvertising knives. Owner may re- chance the following night.
bagger, and is good for .300 with the
el ub—aanehirich.
-COVer same at Register office
.,
Here we have been saying right
Presbytterian.
First
that Seattle would have a winalong
Cat on Mrs Eugene Wilson for
will
Mountain"
"A Way Over the
fashionable dressmaking at 726 Jef- be this morning's subect by Rev. W. ner this season, and now we learn
that Manager Dugdale has signed five
ferson street Old 'Phone laos
E. Cave at the First Presbyterian
members of last year's Little Rock
church, while at the evening hour his
team
FOR RENT—Eight-room house, theme will be "A Sale of a Soul.'
"Oh, you thieving umpire!" "You're
corner Ninth and Clark. Will be vaa cotton lemon!" "Go back to the
cant after May 1st. Old phone 184/3.
Qsartesiy Conference.
hokey pokey wagon." "Pinch him,
Elder J. W. Blackard will officer, he's a yegg!" "Robber! KidPresiding
catchiest
The best scenes, the
qq,arterly conference napper! Kill him!" How refreshing
songs, at the Tennessee Electric hold his second
Methodist church after the long winter months.
Broadway
the
for
Theatre.
next Sunday.
Joe Tinker, of the Chicago Cubs,
WANTED—Bilious people to use
who is in the hospital as the result
W.
R.
Training Class.
Soule's Liver Capsules.
.91 an operation, will not be able to
The state examination will be held Join his team before July t.
WALKER, CO., Fifth and Broadtomorrow evening at Grace church
way.
Fight fans of Johnstown, Pa., bepig-ish house by the .Sunday School lieve that "Jock" Plienicie, a fellow
Continued from Page S% )
Fred Schmidt has fine pasture, Teacher's Union Bible Training Class townsman, is the coming bantampreand
good fence and spring water
and all desiring to take the test weight champion and point to his rec14..red to pasture horses or cows safe- should come supplied with pencils ord to substantiate their belief. Phen- the young people, and for these. the
4. Old phone 929-4.
price run as high as tens of dollars
the pair. Some arc even adorned
WANTE—To rent Small house
with beading and spangles—quite
and garden near city, or in suburbs.
gems
in their way, but these are too
PUMPS
ENGINILS, WILLIS AND
John M. Wilkins saaa Tennessee
ultre to be very popular.
street. New 'phone No. 925.
The lawns, dimities, etc., are reStructural Iron for buildings; Machinery sad Boilers Redainty in design and colormarkable
in
manager
WAWED—Lady
pnred; Mill and Steamboat Supplies; Heavy Steam Hammer
the organdies which cling
and
ing,
home territory, $so per month and
flowers designs are
large
the
Machinery
to
Hand
Second
Specialty;
Our
Work
New
Forginga;
expenses. New suit every 90 days,
The heavy white woartistic.
more
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gas Engines
Gad $as Cash. Reliable firm. J. E.
ven stripe or bar with the flower deMeBrady & Co_, chicago.
sign running over it which was inWorks Salesroom and Office First and Kentucky avenue.
.10
tioduced in last year's organdies, is
Corporation whose products are
still more in evidence this year, and
MACHINE CO.
JACKSON FOUNDRY
!handled by leading wholesale and re.
same woven lattice effect of
the
tail 'dealers wants competent. sales
ground is used for many other flowmanager; $2.900 yearly and additional
ered mr.teriah, such as silk and cotcommission; unquestionable reference
ton eolienne and cotton mull, etc. A
and investment required. Address, and tablet as the examination will be ecie has met and defeated such men white Idle moll barred off with nar•+, 'Box sas, Madison. Wis.
as Harry Johnson and Jimmy Welsh row lines of trailing roses in creamy
conducted in writing.
of Pittsburg, Willie Schumacher of pink or fruity yellow shades is a
. WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
New York, Tommy Felt:, the former pretty thing.
Seleetion Army.
r
.
'Able boded unmarried men between
bantamweight champion. Terry EdFussy little wraps are going to be
Sunday morning, Fifth and Broad- wards of Brooklyn, and a score of
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United
whit as popular as ever when
every
Broadway
and
Fourth
m.;
a.
to
way,
States, of good character and temlesser lights in the bantam class.
of warm weather brings
arrival
the
The final New York A. C. swim- them out. Cape effects are especially
perate habits, who can speak, read 11 a. m.; Third and Broadway, 2
tn.;
p.
3
at
meeting
inside
and write English. For information o'clock;
ming net of the season is to be held
well as in long
in- tonight, the events being a so-yard liked in short as
apply to Recruiting Offices., New Fourth and Broadway, 7 p.
wraps. A smart model is a sort of
every
_Meetings
side meeting 8 p. in.
novice, so-yard handicap race and a bolero; the sleeves have double cape
Richmond House Paducah, Ky.
night except Monday. "Headquarters game of water polo between the home
: 4
tops that are lost under the strap
110 Broadway.
team and the strongest all-collegiate finishing the neck. There is a waistEspert Accountent.
sextet that can be put together.
Will post, examine, systematize and
coat with braid and buttons and pasThe meeting of the Queens County sementene ornaments trim the band
audit books by the day, week or the
Christian Science.
job. Terms rea.,onable.
The khaki-colored
Services Sunday to:3o o'clock. sub- Jockey club opens at Aqueduct Mon- at the sides.
JOHN D. SMITH, Room 10.,, No. ject: "Doctrine of Atonement," Wed- day and from then until the snow cloth gown seen recently had a long
Trtiehearr 1111,Yea. sat Broadway. nesday 7:30 p. m. Sunday school 9:30 Aim the racing game will be a con- plain skirt. The loose coat had a
tinuous performance in the vicinity full peplum of deep hip length which
IOW rblorains
a. m. Hall 527 1-2 Broadway. Pub, isnis •r"
of old New York.
•
•
loped downward in the front, and
lic invited.
this and the wide turnover collar were
Cumberland Presbyterian.
and finished in each scallop
scalloped
The Thaw tragedy is on the boards
Home Mission Society.
•
The Cumberland Presbyterianv of
Monday and Tuesday at Tennessee with a big velvet button of the same
The Woman's Hme Mission society Electric Theatre.
this eitv who refused to merge with
color. The waistcoat was of icbakithe Presbyterian church last year of the Trimble street Methodist
colored velvet.
have organized well their congrega- crarch will meet tomorrow afternoon
The quaint but distinctive little hat
tion, which will be continued, and at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. George ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER in grey velvet and straw is ova? in
McJoseph
Rev.
called their pa,tor,
Bauer of North Seventh street.
AND GET RESULTS
shape and is exactly like a small
Leskey. who has accepted and will
arrive here this week to take pasTemple Israel.
to-al charge .of the enck and make
this cOY his home ig the future. The
Rabbi
Lovitch of Temple Israel will
congrififrition has a nerve number of preach this morning at TT o'clock,
members and the/ will hold their
worship at the county court house the subject being "Three Pillars of
until they procure a church building. the World."
This morning at go:ao o'clock Sunday
school worship will be held at the
W. C. T. U. Gathering.
cou7t hottse, with Mr. J. R. Province
The evangelistic meeting of the W.
h• ...oerin•eneent. Next Sunday the
regular preaching will be commenced C T. U. last Thursday afternoon was
by,Dr. MtLesloey. who ir an able and one of much profit. The superintenversatile divine of eloquence who has dent, Mrs. Yulia Miles, had prepared
preached several times here during an interesting program consisting of
th nast few months.
selections from persons of recognized
authority relating to the use of tobacco and ardent spirits, which were
GET A ::JAGG' read by different members.
Mrs. Breeden read a poem entitled,
AND BE HAPPY!
LONDRES
"A Drunkard's Hell," a pathetic story
as told by the victim himself.
CIGAR-.
IJSIVELY alf".
Great satisfaction was expressed in
regard to the coining of rail George
•
14
1111Z4/0.0114 T
W.. Bain April 17 and ;A

CANDIES

Correctly
Suited

Looks so nice, when they come right
through
With the play they call a "squeeze."
REV. GEORGE W BAINS WILL But when they fail, as they someBE WELCOMED BY
times do,
HUNDREDS.
It's an awful piece of cheese.

SPEAKS AT METHODIST
AND BAPTIST CHURCHES

delicionsui

In the battle of life a Man's Suits plays a very important part.
The well groomed Man has a great advantage over the careless
dresser.
A Man's Suit gives a sort of key to his nature, his breeding
and his taste.
The dog that flies at a tramp will wag his tall when a well
dressed Man passes by.
The above illustration shows one of our popular Spring
Models.

(4/CiWerden4
A

I•

THESE SUITS SELL AT
$10, $12.50, $15, $18.50, $22.50
Come here with any Spring Suit notion you may have in your
mind's eye, for we believe that we can meet your every desire
to cut, fabric and price.

Val al

•

THE ONLY CLOTHING STOKE
THAT CARRIES THE

"UNION STORE CAkD"
DESBERGER'S

323

BROADWAY

ER
LEAD
O Rr comfieRs,
GRAN,eptvistvE

FAIHIONS IN
NEW YORK

323
.r
BROADWAY

-J---oval disk turned upside down, with
a dent through the bottom at the
top from the front to the back, with
the sides of the dish tiering a bit
This fits like a cap The inf:ented top
is of gray chip and the sides of plain
grey velvet, in a darter shade. Starting from each side are wings, where
the feathers start from the brim. and
!ben comes grey feathers. These are
a light gray next to the black feathers, but deepen in color toward the
tips, which extend out at the back
some distance beyond the hat. These
wings are so arranged that when they
get out beyond the back of the hat
some of them curve down, following
the line of the bead, while others
project straight out, and some even
rise like the wings of a bird. Set
in the brim just in front or each black
wing base is a large fancy pin. The
heads of these pins are long, with
ball-shaped tips sloping down to the
stems. They are gun metal and are
studded with little silver stars

HONOR TO FOREIGNERS.
Pittsburg, Pa., April - t3.—Twentynine distinguished Europeans who
came to Pittsburg to attend the Carnegie Institute dedicatio• were honored with degrees today by the Western University of Pansylvania.
The degree of Doctor of Law was
conferred on Sir William Heavy
Preece, Sir Willirm Turner, Edwin
A Abbey, Baron Deschamps. Barmy
d'Estournelles de Constant, Dr. Reishold Koster, Ernest E. Von lime,
Lieutenant General Alfred F. J
von Loewenfeld, Theodore von Mueller, Dr. John Rhys. Dr. E. S. Roberts, J. Th Homolle, Prof. Frits
Schaper, and the Earl of Southesk.
Sir Edward Eiger was honored
with the degree of musical doctor,
while the degree of doctor of literature was confer-ed upon Leone Bnedite, C. F. Moberly Ball. Hammond
Hall, Clement K. Shorter, W. T.
Stead and 'Maarten Maartens.'
The conferring of the degrees tesok
place this morning in the Carnegie
Music Hall, which was filled to ovThe Tennessee Electric Theatre,
erflowing arth the rneentiers of the
06 Broadway, is up-to-date.
faculty, students and may belief

4

The world use, 62.000 tons of rubber yearly. The demand exceeds the
The coal yield of Great Britain is
supply.
now about sjfinoo,c000 tons a year.

a
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BASE, BAIL GOODS
A fine assortment of the very beet mailers at cut pike.. It is unusual to offer each goods at a cut price at the first of the mellea. but
here they are. We think you will

appreciate

them

ea a "Goad

Thing" when you see them

M Book
as Music Man

D. E.Wilso

At, Harbour's Deportment, Store

FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKE3 T

.5‘

camel

PHONE 254

1!

GENUINE
TRADEWATER

AL

C0

REAL
PITTSBURG

41,

West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED

Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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